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BRIEF FOR THE EXAMINER ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN
AIRLINES, INC.

:r'NTRODUCTORY STATEMENT.
What' is Pan American's Case?

When Pan American's exhibits were originally circulated, they
appeared to bear some logical relation to each other.
They set forth a proposed s~hedule pattern. Based on that pattern
various exhibits relating to revenues and expenses were presented,
which in turn seemed designed to support the proposed four cent fare.
Also apparently based on that schedule pattern, estimates were made
indicating economies that might be realized by Pan American were
its application granted (P A-7; PA-109; PA-221; PA-300-304).
There was no statement in any of the exhibits that the schedule
pattern assumed any particular level of domestic or international
traffic. But the exhibits contained the Port of New York Authority's
estimate as to the amount of domestic passenger traffic in 1950 (PA401). They also contained estimates of the amount of international
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traffic which might be secured by Pan American; the amount of traffic
which Pan American would enjoy at each of the gateway cities on the
transatlantic route; and the relationship between all the traffic to be
carried in 1950 by United States flag airlines and the traffic to be carried between this country and overseas points by such airlines
(PA-113; P .A-207; PA-222). It seemed fair to assume that Pan American's schediile pattern bore some relation to these estimates of
future traffic levels.
The estimates of international traffic and the asserted relationship
of that traffic to domestic traffic suggested a 1950 domestic traffic level
of 13.2 billion passenger miles. 1 The Port of New York Authority estimated a domestic traffic level of 19.8 billion passeng·er miles in 1950.
Then at the hearing, in Mr. Rheinstrom's testimony, we were suddenly
presented with a statement that the airlines can generate some twentyfive billion passenger miles of domestic business not in 1950 but in
1949, if there are the most favorable conditions throughout the industry and the country (Tr. 1164). Mr. Rheinstrom was careful not to
estimate that there would be such a volume of traffic.
But Mr. Rheinstrom also made it very plain that the schedule
pattern, and hence all estimates of revenues and expenses upon which
the four cent fare proposal is based, were constructed on the assumption that there would be 25 billion domestic passenger miles in 1949
(Tr. 1164). And Mr. Ferguson testified that in preparing PA-221,
the exhibit dealing with operational economies (which was circulated
long after the date it was due), he assumed an international traffic
level of 5.4 billion passenger miles, a figure dei·ived from Mr. Rheinstrom's figure of 25 billion domestic passenger miles (Tr. 2397-2398).
But Mr. Ferguson was even less eag·er thari Mr. Rheinstrom to make
an estimate of future traffic (Tr. 2398), and he never mentioned an
international traffic level of 5.4 billion passenger miles in his protracted
explanation of PA-113 and P A-222, since those exhibits are supposed
to show that Pan Americi=J,n will suffer from a dearth of internatiional
traffic at the northeast gateways and over the proposed domestic
routes.
Thus, as Pan American's case progressed, the seemingly logical
relationship between its exhibits disappeared. The very vital evidence
relating to economies, and to revenues and expenses supporting the
1 In P A-207, the total international traffic is given as 2.9 billion passenger
miles. That in turn is stated to be 18% of the total United States flag traffic,
which tJ::ierefore amounts to 16.1 billio·n passenger miles. The domestic total
would accordingly be 13.2 billion passenger miles.
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four cent fare ( shown in nationwide advertising on which Pan American had already spent more than $200,000), turned out to be based
on the assumption that there would be 25 billion domestic passenger
miles in 1949.
Mr. Rheinstrom 's care in avoiding any estimate that there w0uld
be 25 billion passenger miles in 1949 is understandable. For one of
the most important factors which he outlined was the alleged seat-mile
capacity of the present domestic airlines in 1949. This he stated to be
29.7 billion (Tr. 1159). The error in that figure is patent (Tr. 36313634). In the case of American alone he overstated the seat miles by
about 57% (Tr. 3633; A-14), and with American's recent cancellation
of the Rainbows the overstatement is infinitely greater. Furthermore
25 billion passenger miles is greater than the total of all railroad passenger miles for any year from 1935 through 1940-and almost as
high as the railroad miles for 1941 (including commutation traffic).
ICC ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1946, p. 141. And Mr. Rheinstrom's elaborate outline of the conditions that would make his figure P'Ossible
included his faith that people generally are going to travel "more than
ever" (Tr. 1162), although even in the first six months of 1946 rail
passenger miles were down by nearly 20% below 1945. ICC ANNUAL
REPORT FOR 1946, p. 9.
.Mr. Rheinstrom 's figure has rather less evidentiary force than
would a statement that conceivably transport aircraft will be powered
. by atomic energy in 1960. The Board must deal with reasonably immediate probabilities.
Hence when we seek the core of evidence around which Pan
American wove its elaborate exhibits as to schedules and service, rate
levels, revenues, expenses, economies, and so ..forth, our search is in
vain. All those exhibits are based on a fantastically exaggerated level
of traffic.
What, then, is Pan American's case1
It is not that there is enough traffic to sustain another carrier over
the routes applied for. There is no showing that that is true today,
and for the future it presented proof only of what even its own most
sanguine traffic expert described as theoretically possible-not
probable. 2
2 Even if Pan American had proved that there will be enough traffic to
sustain existing carriers and also to sustain the Pan .American operation, that
would not be enough to warrant granting the application. .Again and again the
Board has hammered home the point that "the mere fact that a particular route
develops a large volume of traffic does not of itself afford sufficient justification

\
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·It is not that existing service between the points in question is
inadequate. Pan American's gesture towards proof of inadequacy
was made on the basis of 1945 schedules with DC-3's (PA-107; A-9;
Tr. 3658 et seq.). 3
· It is not that Pan American will supply needed competition.
There is already abundant competition between one-carrier services
over most of Pan American's proposed routes ;4 indeed existing comfor a finding that the public convenience and necessity require establishment
of an additional competitive service exactly duplicating an existing operation."
See Northwest Airlines, Chicago-Milwaukee-New York Service, 6 CAB 217, 228
(1944) ; cf. s. c. at 226-227, 232.
3 Pan American's argument to the effect that terminal to terminal service
should be provided by a carrier free of the temptation of serving intermediate
points in order to give the best service to the terminal to terminal traffic is so
obviously without merit as not to warrant treatment in this brief. The point
was fully covered in the testimony of Mr. Damon. Moreover, the Board has
already given an incisive answer to the argument in its treatment of the contention by Colonial Airlines that Colonial should be certificated in the area
between Chicago and New York in order to provide adequate service between
points short of the terminal areas. The Board said that that argument, '' if
carried to its logical conclusion, would require that two air carriers, one engaged
in the transportation o·f long-haul traffic, and the other limited to local intercity
traffic, be autho-rized to operate over all routes in the country where there is any
appreciable volume of traffic. Such a result would involve an uneconomical
duplication of service and facilities, and would not constitute a sound development of the national air transportation system as contemplated in the Civil
Aeronautics Act.'' See Northwest Airlines, Chicago-Milwaukee-New York Service, 6 CAB 217, 231 (1944).
Nor need we pause to give any extended notice to Pan America.n's argument
that it will somehow excel others in the provision of fast long-haul service at
low fares. This is not the first case in which Pan American has pitched an argument on the basis of a proposed equipment program. As the Bo·a rd said in
American Export Airlines, Transatlantic Service, 2 CAB 16, 38 (1940), "Both
applicant and intervener have access to the aircraft markets of this country,
and it is to ,be assumed that both will from time to time avail themselves of the
most suitable equipment obtainable in such markets. It is probable that neither
the equipment selected by applicant nor that on order by intervener will be the
equipment with which either service will be conducted ten years hence.'' 'l'he
wisdom of the Board's remark is more than confirmed by the cancellation of the
Rainbow program since the hearing in this case.
4 There is no direct one-carrier competition between Chicago and New
Orleans at the present time, but the Board has recently decided that the traffic
will not support such competition. Braniff Airways, Memphis-Oklahoma City-
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petition is intense with as many as four and five carriers offering a
competing service over certain route segments (A-12).
Rather Pan American's case seems to revolve about three propositions:
First, because other United States carriers have been granted certain foreign routes it necessarily follows that Pan American must
receive domestic routes.
Second, international service will be improved by the substitution
of single-carrier service for two-carrier connecting service.
Third, Pan American suffers from difficulties and disadvantages
which will be alleviated by awarding· it domestic routes.
shall discuss each of these three points. We shall also discuss the disastrous effect the approval of Pan American's application
would have on American and on the other carriers.

"''Te

ARGUMENT

I.
THE GRANT OF FOREIGN ROUTES TO OTHER CARRIERS DOES NOT MEAN THAT PAN
AMERICAN MUST RECEIVE DOMESTIC ROUTES.

A. PAN AMERICAN MUST PROVE CONVENIENCE A.ND NECESSITY.

In publicity both subtle and blatant, Pan American has: built up its
theme for this case. In the words of Mr. Trippe the theme is that
'' If domestic carriers are to operate in the international field,
then obviously it becomes necessary and equitable that Americanflag foreign carriers reciprocate by operating in the domestic
field." (PA-212, p. 8) (Italics ours).
In its advertising campaigns Pan American has gone so far as to
assert that in granting foreign routes to certain United States flag
carriers, the Board adopted a new policy pursuant to which Pan American must be permitted to operate domestically. Thus, an advertisement
appearing in Time Magazine on Oc.tober 14, 1946, (A-Z) refers, under
the caption '' A Pioneer Comes Home'', to :
El Paso Operation, 6 CAB 169, 177-178 (1944); see also Eastern Airlines, Consolidation of Routes, Docket No. 1971, decided January 9, 1947. There likewise
is no direct one-carrier competition over the Washington-New Orleans-Houston
and the San Francisco-Seattle segments of Pan American's proposed routes,
but these segments are the subject matter of other applications pending in other
cases.

6

"The government's postwar policy which permitted U.S. domestic
airlines to operate abroad and which would permit the pioneer
overseas system to operate dom esticaUy". (Italics ours)
Of course the Board adopted no new policy. In fact when Pan
American suggested in the North Atlamtic Route Case that to c.ertificate
a domestic carrier to fly abroad would so radically depart from preexisting policy as to exceed the Board's power,5 the Board rejected
the argument without even alluding to it. In the very first non-grandfather route case decided by the Board-in which it gave Pan American
its initial right to fly to Europe-the Board expressly refused to assign
all the available frequenc.ies to Pan American in order to leave room
for United States flag· competition. 6
From the time of the Act's adoption Pan American has consistently
pursued its argument that it should have a monopolistic grip upon
United States flag air transportation outside the continental United
States. And the Board has just as consistently pointed to section 2 ( d)
of the Act and rejected the arg·ument. 7 There has been no change in
policy. 8 The policy consistently has been that where the public convenience and necessity required a service-domestic or internationalthe service should be authorized.
Pan American's brief to the Board in the North Atlantic Rpute Case,
pp. 36-37.
6 Pan American A irways, T ransatlantic Operations, 1 CAB 118, 130-133
(1939) .
7 Pan American Airways, Transatlantic Operations, 1 CAB 118, 130-133
(1939); American E x port Airlines, Transatlantic Service, 2 CAB 16 (1940);
Pan Arnerican-Matson-Inter Island Contract, 3 CAB 540 (1942); North Atlantic
Route Case, 6 CAB 319 (1945); American Airlines, Control of Americwn Export
Airlines, 6 CAB 371 (1945); Latin American Case, Docket No. 525, decided
May 17, 1946; Pacific Case, Docket No. 547, decided June 20, 1946. The Board
also stopped Pan American at the threshold of its attempt to encroach upon the
field of the local Alaskan air carriers. Alaska Air Lines, Service to Anchorage,
3 CAB 522, 526-528 (1942); see also Pacific Alaska Airways, Seattle-Juneau
Operation, l CAB 683 (1940).
8 In the North Atlantic Route Case, 6 CAB 319, 322-323 (1945), the Board
said: '' ln avoiding confusion as to what those issues are it will not be inappropriate to point out at the outset that they do not include the question
whether as a matter of policy United States international air transportation
shall be rendered by a single company or J:>y a single 'chosen instrument'. That
policy question was settled by Congress in the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 ... ''
5
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Hence Pan American's only right to "reciprocate"-as Mr. Trippe
puts it-is its right under the Act to present proof of public eonvenience and necessity as to particular services.
It has enjoyed that right since the Act was adopted. It has exercised that right repeatedly in seeking routes between this nation and
each of its territories and every continent and most of the countries
of the earth. That it has waited until this late date to exercise that
right with respect to service within the United States is not the Board's
fault. If it has waited until there is a plethora of service provided·within this country it is in no wise relieved of the same burden that any
other carrier would have to undertake-that is the burden of proving
that, despite such abundant service, a further service "is required by
the public convenience and necessity". See. 401(d) (1). Nor 'is it
enough that Pan American advance some thesis to the effect that it
should have some domestic route. It must prove-as any other carrier
would have to-that the particular route it seeks is required by tbe
public convenienee and necessity.
Nor did any of the Board's decisions relating to international
routes imply that the certification of another United States carrier to
fly to some point abroad meant that Pan American must automatically
be permitted to fly to some point domestically. The Board's reasons
for holding that the Act did not square with Pan American's argument
for an international monopoly were summarized in its decision in the
North Atlantic Roide Case, 6 CAB 319, 325-326 (1945). Those reasons
basically were two :

(1) An international monopoly might become so powerful that it

could ''interfere with public policies unacceptable to the management" (p. 326).
(2) The presence of more than one United States flag carrier in
the foreign field would insure '' a broader and more intensive
development of equipment, facilities and services'' such as was
required by the national defense and 'the public. interest generally (p. 326).
Neither . of those reasons means that Pan American must be awarded
domestic routes where vigorously competitive services are already
abundant. As was said in the concurring opinion in the Boston Entry
Case, 4 CAB 686, 701 (1944), the "spirit of competition," which constitutes '' one of the outstanding facts of the domestic air carrier industry" presents a situation which is not "analogous to that which confronted us in the Trans-Atlantic Case in which we authorized a competitive service as a means of obtaining the benefits of competition".

8
B. PAN AMERICAN HAS BEEN WELL TREATED BY ITS GOVERNMENT.

A variation of Pan American's theme, both in its exhibits and in
its propaganda, is the apparent implication that it has been dealt with
unfairly by the Act and the Board's administration thereof. It is
suggested that other carriers have been expanded and that Pan American has been shrunk. This note was particularly struck in the memorandum to the press (A-X) issued at the press conference conducted by
Mr. Leslie in Washington just before he moved his organization to
Atlantic City (Tr. 829).
But no carrier has so little ground for complaint of the treatment
it has received at the hands of its Government as has Pan American.
No carrier has been more bounteously treated. That Pan American
merits bounty we do not for a minute deny. That Pan American has
been shabbily treated by its Government we do deny most vigorously.
First let us look back a few years. In 1934, the domestic airlines
suffered cancellations of their air mail contracts and were forced to
undergo a drastic and revolutionary shake-up. Pan American miraculously escaped. The Post Office Department found that the cancellation
of its contracts "would probably disrupt American air service to the
Latin American countries and might result in great harm to our trade
relations with these countries". But it also found that Pan American's
contracts were legally subject to cancellation just as were those of the
domestic carriers. 9
After 1934, the domestic airlines secured contracts by competitive
bidding which were extended indefinitely after satisfactory performance during initial trial periods. These contracts could not be terminated at will but only after hearing. Air Mail Act of 1934, Sec. 6 ( c) ;
48 Stat. 933, 935.
Pan American's contracts were of not indefinite duration. They
were procured under the Air Mail Act of 1928, which provided for contracts for a fixed term of ten years. 45 Stat. 1449. Its most important
contracts were about to expire at the time of the passage of the Civil
Aeronautics Act. 10 But for the grandfather clause of that Act, many of
Pan American's routes would shortly have been thrown on the open
· market, and Pan American would have been faced with a catastrophe
such as that met by the other airlines in 1934. Pan American actually
Letter to the President dated January 11, 1935, appearing in Burden,
THE STRUGGLE FOR AIRWAYS IN LATIN AMERICA, p. 29.
9

10

See Burden, THE STRUGGLE FOR AIRWAYS IN LATIN AMERICA, p. 26; Pan

.American Airways, Latin .A.merica,n Mail Rates, 3 CAB 657 (1940).

9

was forced to bid $0.00001 per pound to obtain its Bermuda contract.11
And with air mail contracts being bid for a mill a pound mile 12-even
in one case zero cents a pound mile 13-it is obvious what would have
happened. Without the grandfather clause of the Civil Aeronautics
Act, Pan American would have been faced with a superabundance of
competition long ago.
In the meantime, and thereafter, Pan American received very
generous mail pay. According to Mr. Burden in "The Struggle for
Airways in Latin America", Pan American's subsidy from 1930 to
1940, on a passenger-mile basis, was about double that received by the
domestic airlines, even if the cost of navigational aids is charg·ed to
the domestic airlines. Mr. Burden gives the following table for that
period :14
Pan American
,&
U.S. Domestic
Panagra
Li11/!eS
Total Mail Payments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
U. S. Government Stamp Revenue, etc.

$71,324,000
-24,122,000

$167,396,000
-107,544,000

Net Cost .......................... .
Expenditures on Airway Aids ....... .

47,202,000

59,852,000
126,468,000

Total Cost ........................ .
Passenger-Miles Performed ........ .
Cost per Passenger-Mile ............ .

$47,202,000
585,781,000
$
0.08

$186,320,000
4,360,047,000
$
0.04

Since the Act's adoption, Pan Americ.an has continued to be the
object of its Government's solicitude. As appears from the chart
facing this page, the Board has awarded it-in addition to its grandfather routes-more than 69,00015 new route miles (PA-424, 425).
With that staggering total Pan American tripled its 1938 mileage.
These new awards include routes to Alaska, to Australia and New
Zealand, to Europe, across Europe to the Orient and on to link with
its Pacific route back to this country, additional routes in Central and
South America, the route across the South Atlantic and to South Africa,
the route from Puerto Rico to New York which links its South American
Pan American Airways, New York-Bermuda Mail Rates, 1 CAB 529, 535
(1940).
12 Transcontinental & Western Air Mail Bid, 223 ICC 281 (1937).
13 Eastern Airlines, Grandfather Certificate, 1 CAB 173, 175 (1939).
14 THE STRUGGLE FOR AIRWAYS IN LATIN AMERICA, p. 117.
15 Duplicating mileage eliminated.
11
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empire with its round the world route, and direct access to Los Angeles,
Seattle, Chicago, Detroit, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, and Houston.
In addition, thousands of miles of routes are operated by its affiliated and associated companies in Mexico, in South America, across
the Atlantic from Brazil to France, Spain, England and Italy, and in
China.
This vast system will carry a passenger from this country to every
continent and to nearly every significant traffic center in the world. It
offers two routes from Europe to South America-one by way of New
York and the other over the South Atlantic on the routes of Panair do
Brasil. And from South America that system will carry a passenger
through Mexico by way of CMA all the way to the Orient.
No airline in all the world is so vast and versatile.
With Panagra, it serves 166 cities (P A-3).
Its affiliated and associated companies serve an additional 244
cities (TWA-2-R; PA-3).
No other Uniteq. States carrier even approaches its compass. Nor
does it have the kind of extensive blanketing point to point competition
from other United States carriers that prevails in the domestic field.
The Board emphasized in the North Atlantic Route Case that its ro-µte
grants in that decision would "limit directly du:J9licating United States
air carrier competition to the major gateway points of London and
Lisbon,'' and stated that the operation of American Overseas and of
TWA would be "in competition to some extent with Pan American but
more directly with foreign flag c.arriers." 6 CAB 319,337, 339 (1945).
TWA is authorized to compete with it only to Newfoundland,
Shannon, Calcutta, Shanghai and Lisbon.
American Overseas is authorized to compete with it only to Newfoundland, Shannon, London and Frankfurt. 16
Northwest is authorized to compete with it only to Whitehorse,
Tokyo, Shanghai and Manila.
United is authorized to compete with it only to Hawaii.
Eastern is authorized to compete with it only to San Juan and
Mexico City, and its route from New York to San Juan is more than
500 miles longer than that of Pan American (Tr. 2486-2487).
Braniff and Chicago & Southern17 are authorized to compete with
The Frankfurt competition was sought by Pan American.
On March 3, 1947, the Board issued an order requiring Chicago & Southern to show cause why its Latin American route (except the New OrleansHavana segment) should not be suspended (Docket No. 2834).
16
17
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it to Latin America only from points in our mid-west and not from
the cities on our east coast which produce the bulk of the traffic (PA111).
Colonial is authorized to compete with it only to Bermuda.18
National is authorized to compete with it only to Havana.
American is authorized to compete with it only to Mexico City.
One thing is very clear. Pan American has not been stinted by its
Government-by Congress, or the President, or the Post Office Department or the CAB. It had good fortune with mail contracts and mail
subsidies. It has been subjected to nothing like the duplicating competition imposed upon other carriers. And as appears from the chart
facing this page, the Board has increased its routes to a much greater
extent than any other carrier.
C. PAN AMERICAN'S DEMANDS FAR OUTBALANCE WHAT IT CLAIMS TO HAVE
LOST.

Even if there were anything whatever to Pan American's claim to
special consideration and Mr. Trippe's appeal to "equity", the amount
of compensation proposed is out of all proportion to the alleged loss.
Before the Civil Aeronautics Act, Pan American had access to
about 52% of the international traffic potential, according to Pan
American's estimates given in PA-207. 19 Those estimates indicated
that this would amount to about 1,519,510,000 passenger miles in 1950
(PA-207; A-19). Pan American now has access to about 48% of the
international traffic potential which may account for 1,395,899,000 passenger miles in 1950 (PA-207; A-19). According to its own estimate,
then, it has lost 4% or 123,611,000 potential passenger miles at the
hands of the Board since 1938. For this loss it demands to be repaid
On March 18, 1947, the Board entered an order in Docket No. 2852
ordering an investigation to determine whether Colonial 's '' operations not yet
inaugurated should be postponed indefinitely or for a period pf time". The
operations referred to are of course Colonial's New York-Bermuda and Washington-Bermuda operations.
19 In cross-examining Mr. Damon, counsel for Pan American attempted to
obscure the issue by pointing out that P A-207 spoke in terms o.f Pan American's
pre-war position rather than its pre-Civil Aeronautics Act position. But the
point, if any, of Pan American's argument must be that Pan American lost something because of the adoption of the Civil Aeronautics Act and the Board's decisions thereunder.
18
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twenty times over, with 2.5 billion passenger miles from blue-ribbon
domestic routes. 20

II.
THE ALLEGED IMPROVEMENT IN INTERNATIONAL SERVICE DOES NOT JUSTIFY
THE PROPOSED ROUTES.

A. VERY LITTLE NEW INTERNATIONAL SERVICE WOULD BE PROVIDED.

1.

ONE-CARRIER SERVICE.

It is apparent that the prime function of the routes sought would
be to serve domestic traffic. According to Pan American's own evidence the amount of international traffic which would be served would
be relatively very small. The new international one-carrier service
which would be provided would be still smaller. And the amount of
international traffic which would receive a significantly improved service would be very small indeed.
Pan American carefully avoided presenting any substantial proof
based upon actual traffic data from which the Board could appraise the
amount of new one-carrier service which could be provided. It failed
even to furnish a point-to-point study of its existing traffic across the
North AtlantiC,--to say nothing· of its traffic to and from South America. It is not very convincing for Pan American to suggest that such
a study would be of no value. A full and fair analysis of its 1946
experience-which could easily have been provided-might not have
shown future volume, but it would have been of great value to show
traffic flows and the relative importance of the international traffic on
the routes it proposes. It may fairly be concluded that such actual
traffic data would have disclosed a situation even less favorable to Pan
American's case than that disclosed in the theoretical study appearing
in PA-113.
Analysis of that exhibit shows a grand total of only 702 international passengers daily over all of the domestic routes at some future
date for which Pan American is proposing 7988 daily round trip seats
(A-6).
20 Apparently the Pan American estimates in PA-207 were based on a lower
volume of international travel than estimates in some of the other exhibits such
as P A-221 where, according to Mr. Ferguson, a traffic level of 5.4 billion passenger miles in international travel in 1950 was assumed. If the figures in PA-207and the figures in A-19 derived therefrom-are increased so as to reflect an international travel volume of 5.4 billion passenger miles, then the alleged loss of Pan
American referred to in the text would be about 2.5 million passenger miles for
which it demands in this case as compensation 2.5 billion passenger miles.

, I
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Furthermore the international traffic on the three proposed transcontinental routes-from the eastern cities to Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle, respectively-would be far less, relatively, than on
the proposed domestic routes as a whole. The transatlantic passengers, for all three of the Pacific Coast cities, would be only 12 round
trip passengers a day, and the Alaskan, Hawaiian and transpacific
round trip passengers on the transcontinental routes would be only
42 a day (PA-113, p. 8). But Pan American proposes 1220 daily seats
in each direction over the three transcontinental routes (A-6).
These :figures do not show the amount of new one-carrier service
offered. They include all the theoretical passengers between points
between which one-carrier service is already offered. While Pan American has furnished no basis for statistical evaluation of the relative
amounts of new and duplicating service, it is plain from an examination of the principal traffic points abroad that very little of this traffic
would receive new one-carrier service. 21
2.

ONE-PLANE SERVICE.

Pan American has greatly emphasized the virtues of one-plane
service to and from points abroad. Mr. Rheinstrom in one of his more
breezy passages gave ready assurance that eventually one-plane services would be operated-apparently-between every proposed interior
point and every significant foreign point (Tr. 1110).
But the likelihood that Pan American would schedule much oneplane service frbm Australia to New York-for example-or from
London to San Francisco-for example-is very slim. The possibility
of extending the amount of one-plane service beyond a few such obvious points is most remote indeed.
As Mr. Hungerford testified, the problem of scheduling through
plane service depends upon the load factors which the international
traffic will maintain on the domestic segments of the plane's journey
(Tr. 4079). The Board itself has observed that single-plane service
is not scheduled to accommodate only a minor flow of through traffic.
The Florida Case, 6 CAB 765, 774-775 (1946). This will be especially
true of services between interior points and points abroad. A plane
Obviously many of the projected transatlantic passengers from the west
coast would be destined for London, or for Paris and Rome by way of Panair do
Brasil. These cities of course already have very considerable one-carrier service
from the west coast. And many of the passengers from the east co-ast would be
bound for Honolulu, Tokyo, Shanghai or Manila, which are already served by
United and Northwest.
21
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from Australia is not going to arrive at San Francisco with the onthe-dot timing needed for best and effective service to the domestic
passenger destined for New York. Consequently, unless the international traffic will itself largely sustain the flight on from San Francisco to New York, it is perfectly obvious that Pan American would
schedule connecting service. The evidence in this record gives no indication whatsoever that Pan American's international traffic will be
enoug·h to warrant the conclusion that Pan American would schedule
any appreciable portion of its proposed schedules on a through basis.
Quite the contrary. Mr. Rheinstrom himself testified on direct examination that the international traffic from the east coast "will not support more than a daily flight to the Orient, and as that is the case we
do not think that the flight operating via Chicago to the west coast
woitld be successful without domestic traffic on board" (Tr. 1119) (Italics ours).
As for transatlantic passengers originating on the west coast, the
problem of scheduling one-plane service is even more formidable. A
grand total of 12 daily transatlantic passengers to and from all three
Pacific Coast cities is not going to lead Pan American even to try to
schedule tbroug·h planes to any one of those cities!
Moreover the complicated nature of Pan American's route structure is such that it cannot possibly give single-plane service between
all points served by it in the United States and the points abroad. The
Board has recognized this limitation on the possibility of providing
single-plane service when it said in Eastern Airlines, · Great Lakes to
Florida Service, 6 CAB 429, 442 (1945):
"It is manifest that because of the complexity of PCA 's ro:utes
in the Michigan area an award of the Detroit-Florida route to
PCA would not necessarily result in the operation of a singleplane service from all points served.''
11
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Hence the fact of the matter 1s that Ban American could supply
only a very little new one-carrier service, a smaller amount of oneplane service, and a still smaller amount of one-plane service between
points where one-carrier service is not now authorized. The gist of its
proposal is not new foreign service at all but competitive service along
the country's most lucrative domestic routes. Pan American's proposed schedule pattern reflects that fact. As appears from the chart
facing this page, Pan American is proposing about 100 domestic transcontinental seats for every international passenger from the west coast.
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B. EXISTING INTERNATIONAL SERVICE IS EXCELLENT.

Pan American has not suggested that the presently authorized
international one-ca.rrier services are ,o r will be in any respect inadequate.
It does, however, complain of connect,i ng services.
There will be no dispute that as a general proposition one-carrier
service is more satisfactory to the public-usually-than connecting
service. But no one has pointed out more clearly than Mr. Rheinstrom
himself-Pan American's principal traffic witness-that there are occasions when a connecting service has been more satisfactory than a
one-carrier service (Tr. 1422-1427, 1432-1440; A-20).
The Board has said too often to require repetition that one-carrier
service cannot be provided between all cities in the United States. 22
It is even more true that one-carrier service cannot be provided between each United States city and every point in the world. Nor is it
true that the reason for public preference for one-carrier services between points relatively close together will apply to the same degree to
points as distant as New York and Sydney, or that the extent of the
difference in quality between one-carrier and connecting service between such points will be the same as between Washington and Chicago. As Mr. Crary pointed out (Tr. 5268-5269):
"We know from experience, having handled a lot of connecting business at various points, that on the overseas transportation,
and that applies to Alaska, that a very substantial number of
people want to lay over.

*
"I can't get too enthusiastic about this theory that a fellow
wants to g·et on an airplane and bat straig·ht through to Shanghai,
China. I think that to be real frank among us all in the airline
business, that an airplane is a restricted vehicle where you can't
move around and it is our observation, and I think we are going
to find it true on the Honolulu business, that very substantial
numbers of people, and I say this even though we are going to
have the Boeing Stratocruiser with a lounge where they can walk
around, I think that a lot of people want to break their journey,
especially long distance trips, when it is by airplane.''
The first occasion was in NaJtional Airlines, Daytona Beach-Jacksonville
Operation, l CAB 612, 617 (1940). The idea was most recently expressed by Chairman Landis in his dissenting opinion in Chicago &: Soiithern, Latin Arnerican
Mail .Rates, Docket No. 2564, decided March 5, 1947 (page 8 of mimeographed
report).
•
22
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It is thus essential to keep in mind the fact that Pan American is
-p roposing exceedingly long-haul, international one-carrier service.
Sweeping generalities based upon the value of one-plane service over
short routes in the United States should· not suffice as evidence in
this case.
1.

I

·I

SCHEDULES.

Pan American-for many years a lone wolf-has made no real
effort to work out connecting schedules. Except in rare instances it
does not even attend meetings of the Schedule Committee of the Air
Traffic Conference on which it is represented, and it has ·never so much
as put its proposed schedules on the table at any such meeting (Tr.
4072).
Lacking a record of any effort to coordinate schedules, Pan American advances a g·enerality: that carriers which compete anywhere will
not coordinate schedules anywhere (Tr. 1591). The allegation runs
contrary to the experience of the entire industry and to that of American in particular.
American has never had· any such difficulty in arranging connections with its corµpetitors. Most if not all of the members of the Air
Traffic Conference are American's competitors at one place or another
on its system. Sometimes it has worked out connecting services which
competed with its own direct single-carrier service . (Tr. 4073-4074).
And where no direct competition is involved, it is an easy matter to
arrange schedules. As appears from the March issue of the Guide,
American has coordinated its schedules with its competitors to a point
where it is able to advertise as a part of the service it can render the
public 15 connecting services, including San Francisco to the east
coast, 23 Los Angeles-New Orleans, Los Angeles-Atlanta, Los ·Ang·eles-
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23 At the hearing counsel for Pan American attempted to bring out an inconsistency between American's position in this case and American's po sition
in the West Coast Ca!Se where it is seeking a direct service to San Francisco.
American has never denied that it has been able to provide an effective connecting service between eastern points and San Francisco via Los Angeles. On the
contrary this service has been so effective that American has been a substantial
participant in the traffic in competition with one-carrier services. The point
made by American in the West Coast Case, among others, is that in the future
with the one-carrier services being able to provide much faster and more direct ·
service than ever before, and on a non-stop basis, American will be under a
severe disadvantage were it to have to· carry all its traffic on the more circuitous
routing down to Los Angeles for a connection up to San Francisco. This situation is obviously very different from Pan American's situation. Pan American
will have connections whjch will permit it to provide service 'that is just as fast
0
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Miami, Boston-Norfolk, Buffalo-Atlanta, Boston-Kansas City, Wasli. ington-Montreal, Washington-Bangor and Chicago-Montreal.
Pan American's evidence as to the inadequacy of connecting schedules significantly was confined to past connections at Miami, Brownsville, New Orleans and Seattle (PA-420). But if future domestic traffic
even approaches the levels suggested by Mr. Rheinstrom, frequencies
at such gateways as New York, Chicago and Los Angeles will be so
great as to make it impossible, even for Pan American, to schedule
poor connections.
2.

MISSED CONNECTIONS.

Pan American asserts that the great inconvenience incident to
missed connections makes connecting services inherently undesirable.
It points particularly to the story of Mr. McElroy (Tr. 1609). And
it gives some statistics on the connections missed at Brownsville in
1939, 1940, and 1941 (P A-411). But Pan American has nothing whatever to show that either the McElroy incident or the Brownsville statistics have any bearing upon connecting services as they will exist
in 1949.
·
Schedule frequencies will be vastly increased in 1949. Certainly
both transcontinental and international schedules out of the east and
west coast gateways will be far more frequent than those at Brownsville in 1939, 1940 and 1941. With substantial increases in schedule
frequency, most of the inconveniences of missed connections disappear
(Tr. 4078-4079). For example, even now a Boston passenger who
misses a connection at New York is put to only slight inconvenience
because a plane of some sort leaves New York for Boston about three
times an hour from seven in the morning until ten at night. 24 The
Board has recognized that the difficulties of making connections diminish at points of heavy traffic flow such as all the Pan American gateway cities; each of these cities is what the Board has described as "a
natural interchange and stopover point", lessening "the difficulties of
maintaining connecting service". The Florida Case, 6 CAB 765, 773
(1946).
1

and just as direct as the competing service provided by a single-carrier. Indeed,
American's experience in the past in connection with San Francisco's traffic,
where American for years was wholly dependent for connecting service upon its
principal competitor, United Airlines, effectively demonstrates the complete invalidity of Pan American's argument tn the effect that it cannot be deemed to
have effective access to any point which it does not directly serve if one of its
competitors provides a one-carrier service for that point.
:&4 Pages 28, 29 1 74, 75 and 96 of the March Guide.
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In any event, it is only by providing single-plane service that the
difficulties of missed connections can be completely eliminated. As has
been shown, Pan American will provide very little through international single-plane service, particularly on its transcontinental routes.
3.

FREQUENCY.

It is obvious that a frequent connecting service is better than a
spasmodic single-plane service. See Mid-Continent, Kansas City-New
Orleans Service, 6 CAB 253, 265 (1945); cf. Eastern Airlines, Great
Lakes to Florida Service, 6 GAB 429, 443 (1945,).
The connecting service available to transatlantic passengers from
the west coast or transpacific passengers from the east coast, will
always have a much greater frequency than Pan American's through
plane service. Consider, for example, service between San Francisco
and London. There obviously will be many more San Francisco-New
York flights by way of United than through planes from San Francisco
to London. United now, in March 1947, has seventeen daily through
flights between the four Atlantic gateway cities and San Francisco,
but Pan American proposes only three weekly San Francisco-London
flights in 1949 although its proposed schedule pattern assumes that
present traffic levels will have quadrupled by that time (PA-8). Similarly, there will always be many more schedules between New York,
plus the other three gateway cities, and London than between San
Francisco and London, both because of the predominance of New York
as a generator of international traffic and because of its importance as
a gateway to the east and south.
Service across the Pacific presents a similar picture. According
to Pan American, California accounts for 51.7% of the Hawaiian traffic,
35.2% of the Australasian traffic, and 47.1 % of the traffic to the Far
East (P A-111). So the bulk of the transpacific traffic will originate
on the west coast, with the result that there will be frequent flights
originating there with which the transcontinental carriers can connect.
4.

SERVICING THE INTERNATIONAL PASSENGER.

Pan American emphasizes out of proper proportion the customs,
immigration and similar complications which are an incident of any
international service.
Mr. Hungerford pointed out the progress already made in working
out procedures to smooth the path of the international passenger using
connecting service, and that such passengers now need stop only briefly
at the gateway point (Tr. 4088). All the airlines are educating their
personnel on these problems .. The efforts of ICAO, IATA and other
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agencies and associations to simplify the problems are beginning to
bear fruit. It is quite conceivable that from this point of view singlecarrier service will soon offer little or no advantage whatever over
connecting service (Tr. 4090-4094).
Significantly the "mishandling" of international passengers by
connecting carriers has been found by American Overseas to be no
real problem (Tr. 4088-4089').
Moreover, Pan American is not proposing to serve any city where
it is not already established. Its force at San Francisco can today
ticket the London passenger-though he is to travel to New York by
way of United-see that his papers are in order and take all other
steps necessary to obviate difficulty and delay at the New York gateway in exactly the same way and to exactly the same extent as though
it were operating the route from San Francisco to London,. Likewise
even today, without any change in gov~rnmental regulations, arrangements can be made to have United S'tates citizens clear all necessary
government formalities at their point of original United States departure-if that point is one of the ports of entry, which is true of all the
Pan American cities (Tr. 4089-4090).
5.

EQUIPMENT INTERCHANGE.

. If in fact there is any public need for the small amount of oneplane service inherent in Pan American's application, the solution is
not the approval of that application. All such service could be provided by equipment interchange.
The Board must sooner or later recognize that interchange of equipment-or through operation of equipment over connecting carriershas a regular place in the future of the air transportation system. The
benefits of single-plane service can thereby be provided without the
wasteful duplication inherent in single-carrier competition between the
principal traffic centers of the country. No one has stated this principle more forcefully than Mr. Rheinstrom, Pan American's chief traffic
witness, who has said (Tr. 1433-1434):
'' . . . if we are to accept the principle that every important community has to have through one-carrier s~rvice to every other
important community, then of course, we expand the air transportation system indefinitely . . . As the art of air transportation
develops, it will be possible for carriers to work out interchanges
of equipment which . . . will accomplish a through plane service
over the lines of two or more carriers.
"It is more likely to be the through character of the operation
rather than the number of carriers involved that interests a passenger. He is going to become less and less interested, we think,
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in what air line he is flying on, just as a railroad passenger doesn't
know what railroad he is traveling on. The Pennsylvania Railroad
advertises and does operate service between Chicago and Florida,
but you don't go to Florida on the Pennsylvania Railroad. Not
one out of ten people know the difference. We think the same
development is going to come in air transportation.''
Section 404(a) of the Act gives the Board the power to compel
sµch through operation of equipment over the routes of connecting
carriers. Similar language in the Interstate Commerce Act was so
construed in United States v. Pennsylvania Railroad, 323 U. S. 612, 615
(1945), where the court said :
"It has long been held, and it is not denied here, that since
the passage of the Interstate Commerce Act, railroads may be
compelled to establish through routes and to interchange their cars
with each other, both subject to reasonable terms."

Section 404(a) uses the phrase "interstate and overseas air transportation" and does not mention "foreign" air transportation. This
means that TWA-for example-could not be compelled to permit a
Pan American plane to be operated from Shannon to Paris over a
foreign segment of its routes. It may well be, however, that the Board
could require TvVA to permit operation of a Pan American plane,
origi.nating in London, from New York to San Francisco over an interstate segment of its routes. Cf. United States v. Pennsylvania Railroad, 323 U. S. 612, 620-622 (1945); Colonial Airlines, Atlantic Seaboard Operc~tion,, 4 CAB 633, 634 (1944). Of course there can be no
doubt of the Board's power to compel a domestic carrier to permit a
Pan American p]ane passing through Hawaii, Puerto Rico or the Canal
Zone to fly over interstate segments of its routes. In such a case,
Pan American and the domestic carrier would plainly be furnishing a
through service in "interstate and overseas air transportation".
But there is no reason to assume that the through operation of
Pan American planes could not be effected by agreement with the connecting carriers and without compulsion from the Board. The fact
that the connecting carrier may compete at some point would not
mean that it would frown upon an interchange respecting other traf- '
fie. In fact, even while the United-Western interchange arrangement
was in effect, United itself carried a substantial amount of business
over its route-though more circuitous-between the same points
affected by the interchange agreement. 25 And as Mr. Damon testified,
25 In the two· survey months of September, 1940, and March, 1941, United
carried 261 New York-Los Angeles passengers whereas the United-Western service carried only 255. Between Chicago and Los Angeles, United carried 217
passengers as compared with 318 for the United-Western combination.
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the fact that Pan American and American
Overseas compete for traffic
I
to and from Europe would. in no way prevent American from working
out an interchange with Pan American respecting traffic to and from
the Pacific (Tr. 3792-3793, 3795).
Pan American suggested technical difficulties in the way of interchange having to do with the nature of the equipment involved (Tr.
1180-1184 ). Mr. Damon described some of those difficulties but pointed
out that none of them presents a problem that cannot be solved (Tr.
3793-3796). Furthermore, Pan American itself, in its through-service
agreement with Panagra, where the Panagra flight crew stays with the
airplane, has pointed the way for meeting the principal operating difficulties that might be presented. And in TTT estern Airlines, DenverLos Angeles Service, 6 CAB 199, 212 (1944), the Board found that the
problems of interchange are such that they can be "overcome through
the cooperative efforts of the contracting companies". In the same
case the Board recognized that the conventional type of interchange is
not the- only possible arrangement. It said (p. 212):
'' A further study may also develop the possibility of arrangements differing from those heretofore employed and equally or
more advantageous to the quality of the service rendered.''
See also Northwest Airlines, Chicago-Milwookee-New York Service,
CAB 217, 245 (1944).
Again, it should be emphasized that Pan American already has
goin offices, sales· forces, ticketing facilities and so forth in the cities
betwee which it seeks domestic routes. Its own offices could actually
handle p· ·sengers at the points to and from which any such throughplane serv e might be operated. Unlike Panagra, Pan American
would not be ft to rely wholly upon the traffic personnel of the connecting carrier, nd it would not even have to establish an off-line
office. The situatiqn is fhus ideal for the smooth operation of a throughplane service-.
The point <;imply is that it is not necessary to grant a new route in
order to provid~ the advantages of through-plane service. 26 The Port
of New York .Authority, for example, conceded that its needs for
through service c~uld be met through an interchange agreement (Tr.
18), and it is obvi<u.s that the needs of other cities could be similarly
met (See Tr. 114-11\ 142).
26 Thus in Eastern Jirlines, Great Lakes to Florida Service, 6 CAB 429,
440, 443 (1945), the Boar~ pointed out the possibility of interchange arrangements for Detroit-Miami se-vice between PCA. and National and between Delta
and TWA..

\.
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6.

CONCLUSION .

•

If ever a case presented the need to take carefully into account the
existing service, though on a connecting basis, before authorizing a new
route, t:qis is such a case. Again and again the Board has emphasized
that single-carrier service can not be provided between all points on
the map, ahd that connecting services have an important place in the
air transportation system. 27
There is not the slightest basis for concluding that existing connecting services are not entirely satisfactory. "\Vhen Pan American
gives up the lone wolf role 28 which it has so characteristically played
and makes a real effort to work with connecting carriers, much of the
alleged difficulties either will have proved to have been imaginary all
along or ·will be quickly dissipated. As Mr. Damon pointed out, competition is a centripetal as well as a centrifugal force. Now that Pan
American is facing the facts of life in an economy of competition it will
quickly learn how much can be done through cooperation. The other
carriers learned that lesson long· ago (Tr. 3788-3790).
II ·

See, e.g., National Airlines, Daytona Beach-Jacksonville Operat,ion, l CAB
612, 617 (1940); Mid-Continent, Twin Cities-St. Lowis Operation, 2 CAB 63, 92
(1940); Transouthern Airlines, Amarillo-Oklahoma City Operation, 2 CAB 250,
269 (1940); Braniff', Hoilston-Memphis-Louisville Route, 2 CAB 353, ~77-378
(1940); Braniff, Kansas City-New Orleans Service, 2 CAB' 727, 746 (1941,';
Continental, Denver-Kansas City Service, 4 CAB 1, 16 (1942); WasJ.,ngton Entry Case, 4 CAB 325, 349 (1943); Eastern ·Airlines, Me11,phisGreenville Operation, 4 CAB 429 (1943); Boston Entry Case, 4 . CAB
686, 694-695 (1944); TWA, Detroit-Memphis Service_, 6 CAB l ]'J{ 125-126
(1944); Wesforn Airlines, Denver-Los Ari,geles Service, 6 C4.B J'.99, 211-212
(1944); Northwesi .Airlines, Chicago-Milwaukee-New York Servi;e, 6 CAB 217,
239 (1944); American Mid-Continent Case, Docket No. 20y8: ;cided _September
27, 1946 (mimeographed opinion pp. 14, 29). A stPi"ltinft illustrat10n of the
Board's continued insistence that tneavaiTaoiTi~f conn~cting i,rvices is not
to be igl).ored is to be found in its opinion in Eastern Airlines, I ~eat Lakes to
Florida Service, 6 CAB 429 (1945), where it repeatedly emp)ias1zed the connecting services between various of the points under consider 10n. See 6 CAB
at 436, 439, 440, 443.
28 Pan American is ''the only carrier operating fore· n service into the
east coast of the United States that has not" hown an i erest in PCA's connecting services. PCA has been '' actively pursued b~y
t _traffic men of A_merican and TWA, even BOAC, the Dutch, and the Scandi vians have all actively
participated with us working out plans" (Tr. 4806-a).
· 27
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III.
PAN AMERJCAN'S ALLEGED DIFFICULTIES AND DISADVANTAGES ARE IRRELEVANT
AND, IN ANY EVENT, ARE ILLUSORY.

A. PROOF OF DIFFICULTIES AND DISADVANTAGES CAN NOT BE A SUBSTITUTE
FOR PROOF OF PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECESSITY.

A large part of Pan American's case was devoted to the proposition
that because it has no domestic routes it is under certain difficulties and
disadvantages of both an operational and a competitive nature. But
the Board has repeatedly made it clear that a mere showing of competitive disadvantages or _comparative weakness is not a substitute for
proof of public convenience and necessity.
On occasion in the past other carriers have presented arguments
to the Board which were the same as the arguments so much emphasized by Pan American in this case: that they lack access to traffic on a
basis comparable to competitors, that they are under serious competitive disadvantages, and that they need certain routes in order to overcome those diffculties. The Board has rejected such arguments firmly.
In Continental Airlines, Texas Air Service, 4 CAB 215, 240 (1943),
the Board's opinion, after rejecting such an argument by TWA, concluded:
'' ... the issue here is whether there is need for TWA's proposed route which would provide additional service between Houston, Dallas-Fort Worth and Los Angeles, and not whether one
carrier has certain advantages over another carrier." (Italics
ours).
And when Braniff arg11ed that it should have access '' to more of the
larger air traffic markets" and that it is under a "competitive disadvantage'' in having to compete ·on a connecting basis with single-carrier
through service, the Board said in Northwest Airlines, Chicago-Milwaukee-N ew York Service, 6 CAB 217,224 (1945):
The declaration of policy contained in section 2 of the Act
requires the Board to so exercise its powers and duties under the
Act as to foster and maintain sound economic conditions in the air
transportation industry. This does not mean, however, that the
Board, ,in the exercise of its powers to aiithor'ize new services,
shall undertake to equalize the size or opportumties of the various
air carriers siibject to .its j1,wisdiction. The public convenience and
necessity must be found to reqiiire a proposed new route or service
before one can be aidhorized. In a particular case the choice of the
carrier to provide such service may be affected, other things being
equal, by the fact that the award of tbe certificate to tbe carrier
1'
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chosen will economically strengthen that carrier as a constituent of
the national system of air transportation." (Italics ours).
And in the North Central Case, Docket No. 415, decided December 19,
1946, the Board rejected arguments advanced by Chicag·o & Southern
and Mid-Continent with this language:
'' The Act requires us to foster and maintain sound economic
conditions in the air transportation industry, but this does not
absolve its of the diity of finding a route necessary on grounds of
public convenience q,nd necessity before authorizing it for the purpose of providing economic strength to an, existing carrier. MidContinent could provide an inconsequential amount of improved
through service, and we have found that trunk-line competition
between the Twin Cities and Chicago is not needed. Consequently,
we conclude that Mid-Continent should not be extended from
Rochester to Chicago merely to increase its economic strength.''
(pp. 9-10 of mimeographed opinion) (Italics ours).
Obviously, therefore, all of that portion of Pan American's case
directed to its alleged disadvantages can not under the law be taken
to show a public need for the proposed routes.
B. PAN AMERICAN'S ALLEGED COMPETITIVE DISADVANTAGES ARE ILLUSORY.

1. '.rRAFFIC

DATA BEARING ON PAN AMERICAN'S ACCESS TO THE DOMESTIC U.S. TRAFFIC.

Pan American's principal argument is that it has access to a disproportionately small share of important traffic-generating areas within the United States.
This argument is presented in highly theoretical fashion in PA222 and related exhibits. As there developed, it is founded on the proposition that across the North Atlantic, for instance, Pan American will
not get any traffic from California, for example, because TWA and
American both serve California directly while Pan American must rely
upon a connecting service.
This theoretical argument is exploded by the only actual traffic evidence in the record, showing the residence in the United States of passengers carried by American Overseas during September and N ovember of 1946, and by Pan American in November of 1946 (Tr. 3784 ·
,e t seq.; A-27 ; P A-450). Those :figures may be summarized as follows :

ANALYSIS OF TRANSATLANTIC PASSENGERS
AMERICAN OVERSEAS AIRLINES- PAN AMERICAN AIRWAYS
TOTAL PASSENGERS CARRIED

TOTAL PASSENGERS

AA

AA

PAA

SEPTEMBER 1946

NOVEMBER 1946

NOVEMBER 1946

4,456

2,749

2,572

tf@W.½ilil TOTAL

U. S. RESIDENTS

2,714

1,860

1,1.39

Cl TOTAL

FOREIGN RESIDENTS

1,742

889

1,4.33

,i

U. S. RESIDENTS
'I

·I

I

AA

AA

PAA

SEPTEMBER 1946

NOVEMBER 1946

NOVEMBER 1946

15.3 %
CITIES NOT
SERVED BY AA

i.

I

I

22.4 %

21.7 %

CITIES NOT
SERVED BY AA

CITIES NOT
SERVED BY PAA
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American
Overseas
September,
Source of
1946
Traffic
(Tr. 3785-3788)
Gateway cities
60.5%
150 miles of gateway
cities
13.2%
Cities served neither
by TWA, American
nor Pan American
15.3%

American
Overseas
November,

Pan
American
November,

1946

1946

(A-27)
53.9%

(PA-450)
66.1%

13.9%

12.2%

18.4%

14.6%

Subtotal
Cities served only
by T~TA

89.0%

86.2%

92.9%

4.9'%

4.0%

4.0%

Subtotal
Cities served by both
TWA and American

93.9%

90.2%

96.9%

2.4%

6.4%

1.9%

Subtotal
Cities served only
by American

96.3%

96.6%

98.8%

3.7%

3.4%

1.2%

Total

100%

100%

100%

In the foregoing table, and in the chart facing this page, Pan
American is treated as not serving San Francisco,. for example, although in fact it has very effective access to San Francisco.
It will be apparent from the above figures that Pan American's
theoretical argument is not supported by actual experience.
Thus
American Overseas actually derived a somewhat greater portion of its
business from cities served exclusively by TWA than from cities served
exclusively by American-which hardly is consistent with Pan American's thesis that a carrier gets no traffic to which only its competitor
has direct access. The fact is that about 90% of the traffic of both
carriers came from the gateway cities and the immediately adjacent
areas, or from cities directly served by none of the competing· North
Atlantic carriers. With respect to all such tr11ffic, Pan American was
under no competitive disadvantage even on the basis of its own thesis.
Pan American asserts (Tr. 5562) that American Ovetseas has an
advantage over it with respect to traffic to and from cities within 150
miles of the gateway points to which American is certificated. But the
distances between the gateway cities and cities within 150 miles are
very short, and in most cases, particularly on the Eastern Seaboard,
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those cities have excellent rail service to the gateways. Moreover,
one of such cities to which American is certificated is Cleveland, which
is within 150 miles of Detrdit. But American has no service between
Cleveland and Detroit. Furthermore, United and PCA, who would
feed traffic to Pan American in preference to American, are the effective carriers between Cleveland and New York, and PCA is the effective
carrier between Cleveland and Deti~oit. In any event, Pan American
derived virtually as large a portion of its traffic from the cities within
150 miles of the gateways as did American Overseas.
It is significant, moreover, that in the North Atlantic Route Case
Pan American made its present argument with respect to its alleged
competitive disadvantages, but the Board sai~:
"Domestic air carriers authorized to engage in international
air traffic undoubtedly w;ould have some advantage over Pan
Amer.i can in this respect if Pan American were restricted to the
shore lines. This advantage, however, has been minimized by our
authorization of that carrier to conduct its international operations
to major traffic centers in the United States. These authorizations,
coupled with the widespread charader of Pan American's operations and the fact that it is firmly rooted in international trade in
various parts of the world, should enable it to compete effectively
with the domestic carriers for a fair share of the available transatlantic traffic." Northeast Airlines, North Atlantic Rou,te Case, 6
CAB 319, 327 (1945).
And later in the 9pinion the Board particularly emphasized that
"Approximately 85 pe:r;cent of the United States resident overseas travelers reside in the New England, Middle Atlantic, and
North Central areas of the country. Multiple coverage of these
areas by the several United States flag transatlantic routes designated here and the extension of these routes, each to a separate
group of overseas destinations in a manner to cover all important
transatlantic areas, will furnish direct, through United States
route transportation for nearly all United States resident travelers.'' 6 CAB 319, 330 (1945).
The only new evidence bearing on Pan American's alleged competitive disadvantage which has been presented in this proceeding is
to be found in the analysis of the Pan American and American Overseas traffic ref erred to above; and this new evidence abundantly confirms the findings very deliberately made by the Board in the North
Atlantic Route Case. All of this part of Pan American's argument is
in reality simply a reargument of the North Atlantic Route Case. See
also The Latin American Case, 6 CAB 857, 865-866 (1946); The Hawai-
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ian Case, Docket No. 851, decided May 17, 1946, at p. 47 of the mimeographed opinion. 29
2.

CONNECTING CARRIERS.

At the transatlantic gateways, Pan American connects with eleven
carriers, not in.eluding American and TWA.
Those eleven carriers
serve cities having a population of 45 million. If Pan American wished
to exploit the connecting service of those eleven carriers, it would have
effective access to those cities and thus to a total population, including
the gateways, of about 70 million (A-8, p. 1).
A similar situation prevails at other gateways (A-8).
It is Pan American's position that connecting carriers which compete with it anywhere on its system will not feed it non-competitive
traffic at the gateways.
But the record is full of evidence, including the testimony of Mr.
Rheinstrom on other occasions, to show the unsound character of Pan
American's thesis. That thesis assumes that a carrier will cut off its
29 It is notable, to-o, that in the recent North Atlantic Amendment Case,
Docket No. 2076, decided June 14, 1946, Pan American vigorously argued that
it should be granted entry to Paris-and generally that it should have a stronger
route in Europe than its U. S. competitors-because of the alleged existence of
its competitive disadvantages arising from TWA's and American's broader coverage in the United States. A glance at Pan American's brief in that case and
at pages 3 to 5 of the Board's opinion will disclose that Pan American was
making precisely the same argument respecting its alleged competitive disadvantages which it is making in this case and was relying upon exactly the same basic
data. Nonetheless, the Board refused to ado·pt Pan American's argument. The
opinion points out that the same arguments were made and considered in the
North Atlantic Route Case (pp. 11-12) and emphasized the desirability of having some actual experience in the operation of the foreign route pattern. Such
experience, the opinion said, might disclose traffic potentialities for which adjustment should be made, and might establish '' that it would be wise, for example,
not only to admit Pan American to Paris but to bring about an integration between the Central European system of Pan American and its route that now
ends in Marseilles." ( p. 12). Needless to say Pan American's argument in
the present case, based upon the alleged weaknesses in its present competitive
position, should carry even less force in support of an application for purely
duplicating domestic routes than would those same arguments in support of its
entry to Paris. Th~ Board's .opinion in the North Atlantic Amendment Case
very clearly shows that if actual experience discloses that Pan American's position is in fact one of substantial competitive weakness then the Board may make
adjustments in its foreign route pattern which would materially alter the picture.
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nose to spite its face. .And it ignores the fact that .American actually
operates connecting service with competitive carriers and advertises
such service in its time-tables. See supra p. 16. .American is certainly ready to cooperate with Pan .American in providing and promoting effective connecting service between the east coast and Pacific
points (Tr. 3795).
Of course, in many respects United is Pan .American's best connection. For 44 pages of transcript Mr. Crary detailed the cooperation
between the two companies in the past and outlined United's plans for
cooperation in the future (Tr. 5224-52·6 8).
From a systemwide point of view, United, Braniff and most of the •
other airlines connecting with Pan .American are much more directly
in competition with .American tha11 they are with Pan .American. To
the extent that there is anything to Pan .American's fundamental thesis,
the tendency of those airlines to favor Pan Anierican over .American
Overseas would be very pronounced indeed. Cf. The Hawaiian Case,
Docket No. 851, decided May 17, 1946, at p. 47 of the mimeographed
op1mon.
Pan .American argues that the connecting carriers' sales forces
will not "drum up the trade". But this difficulty-even if it existedwould not be met by granting this application. For Pan .American is
not seeking routes to and from cities where it is forced to rely upon
the sales efforts of other airlines. Every one of the routes it seeks is
to a city where Pan .American is already authorized to have a going
operation, where it has already established sales forces selling transportation to the public every day, and where it does not have to rely
upon the efforts of the salesmen ' of connecting carriers to "drum up
the trade". Likewise, with respect to North .Atlantic traffic, Pan
.American has a distinct advantage over its competitors in Seattle,
Houston, New Orleans and Miami, none of which is served by either
.American or TvV.A. The same situation prevails in varying degrees
with respect to Pan .American's competitive services to and from other
parts of the world.
Thus the alleged disadvantage, even if it exists, would not be corrected by granting this application. \Vere Pan .American's thesis to be
accepted, it would indicate proof not of the need to grant Pan .American
these routes but of the need to grant Pan .American direct routes to
other points such as Cleveland, St. Louis, Kansas City, Dallas, Denver,
Pittsburgh, and the like.
In any ,case, even between points relatively close together on the
domestic system actual experience will show that where connecting
carriers have made an effort to develop an effective service in competi-
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tion with a one-carrier service there have been notable instances of
success. Thus between Chicago and Washington prior to the Washington Entry Case, PCA carried about 40% of the business by connections with TWA and United and in competition with American's
single-carrier service ;30 between Chicago and Atlanta, the Delta and
American connecting· service won 46% of the business in 1943 in competition with Eastern's sing·le-carrier service, 31 between Boston and
Cleveland, 77% of all passengers in September, 1940, used connecting
service ;32 and between Boston and Philadelphia, also in September,
1940, 74% of all passengers used connecting service. 33 As Mr. Rhein1,trom has said (A-25, p. 8), there are many arguments which can be
used to persuade passengers that connecting service is better than
through service, and "vVe have used them, and others have used them
successfully''.
3.

'l'HE TRAVEL AGENT.

In the case of the sale of international air transportation the travel
agent has a peculiarly important place due to his ability to handle such
matters as arrangements for hotels and other complications incident
to foreign travel. Before the war a very large share of steamship
travel, possibly as much as 80%, was sold by the travel agent (Tr. 38043805). Travel agents were hard hit by the war, but even in 19·46, when
there was almost no tourist travel, they managed to sell a large percentage of the traffic carried by American Overseas. 34 The travel agent
will steadily increase in importance in the future (Tr. 3805).
So far as the travel agent is concerned Pan American certainly is
under no disadvantage. On the contrary, it is by far the best known of
the international operators, it has a long history of very active cooperation and ag·gressive promotion of business with travel agents, and it
is the most convenient international carrier for the travel agent to deal
with since it offers the travel agent the most complete package-a service to every nook and cranny of the world.
Washington Entry Case, 4 CAB 325,333 (1943); PA-412.
31 Eastern Airlines, Great Lakes to Floridri Service, 6 CAB 429., 433
32 Midcontinent, Kansas City-New Orleans Service, 6 CAB 253, 266
33 Idem.
34 In June 1946, the figure was 38%.
The percentage increased to
July and 50% in August. It then fell off to 34% in September and
October. (A-28).
30

(1945).
(1945).
43% in
26% in
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4.

ADCESS TO FOREIGN TRAFFIC.

Pan American's predominance in the foreign field certainly is a
heavily compensatory factor for such advantage as is possessed by a
competitor through more direct access to cities in the interior of the
United States.
Pan American by its own admission has access to 36.8% of all the
foreign business (P A-20.7), and actually it has access to at least 47.3%
of it (A-19). Again by its own admission, Pan American's principal
United States flag competitors have access to only 17.24% (TWA) and ·
12.3 % (American Overseas). Moreover, Pan American and its affiliated and associated companies serve a total of some 400 foreign cities
whereas the next largest United States flag operator serves only 24
(Tr. 3806). Tbe extent of Pan American's international coverage is
suggested by the chart which faces this page and the chart which faces
page 25 shows tbat in 1946, Pan American carried a much larger per
cent of foreign passengers than American t)verseas.
But naked .figures by no means tell the full story. Pan American
through the years has built up its prestige in the foreign field to a point
where no other United States flag· operator can rival it (Tr. 3806-3807).
Pan American's foreign associates are important airlines in their own
right. Pail.air do Brasil has very effective routes not only in South
America but in Africa and Europe which give the Pan American worldwide system exclusive possession of the strategic triangle extending
from the United States to South America to Europe and back to the
United States (Tr. 3806). OMA is an extremely well-established carrier in Mexico, providing an exclusive Pan American service between
all of South America and all of the Pacific and the Orient. And Pan
American still is the only United States flag carrier with an interest in
local operations in China.
5.

ACCESS '.l'O NORTH ATLAN'rrc GATEWAY CITIES.

In P A-222-another of Pan American's theoretical exhibits-the
suggestion is made that of th_e six gateways to the North Atlantic, only
New York is strong· enough to support transatlantic service by Pan
American, and that it must have domestic routes between the gateways
in order to overcome its disadvantage. As has already been pointed
out, the figures given in P A-222 are Pan American's "small ones",
based on an assumed domestic traffic level of only 13.2 billion passenger
miles, not its '' large ones'' based on Mr. Rheinstrom 's 25 billion passenger miles.
'
P A-222 is not only highly theoretical but suffers from the fallacy of
circular reasoning. It assumes that more Massachusetts, Maryland,
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District of Columbia and ,Pennsylvania passengers will move out of
the country from New York than from the nearer gateways, Boston,
Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia. It also assumes that Illinois
and Michigan passengers will be divided equally between New York on
the one hand a12-d_Qhicag.o and ~roit on±he other. These assumptions
turn appear to rest on the assumption that frequencies will be
greater at New York than at other gateways. No other logical explanation was advanced. But P A-222 is designed to prove that very assumption. Its only purpose is to show that New York alone has a sufficient traffic-generating potential to support a large number of transatlantic frequencies ( Tr. 2438-2440).
The question of the ability of these gateway cities to sustain a
direct transatlantic service was considered by the Board in the North
Atlantic Route Case. In that case the Board specifically recognized that
the objective of developing commercial traffic to a point where the operation could be supported fully and economically "will not be reached in
the immediate postwar period but can be expected only after a development of the traffic potential". 6 CAB at 337. And so far as the several
gateway points were concerned, the Board was fully aware of the
fact that "the traffic potentialities are as yet unproved". 6 CAB at
338. They are still unproved, but that does not mean that they do not
exist. Considerably more ex1Jerience with transatlantic service from
those gateways obviously will be necessary before the Board can say
that its decision in the North Atlantic Route Case was wrong and that
the gateways can not support transatlantic service.
Pan American thus has not proved that it can not operate out of
the five weaker gateways. · Proof of some very extraordinary circumstance would be necessary to justify five competing carriers between
New York and Philadelphia; five competing carriers between Washington and Chicago; five competing carriers between New York and
Detroit; five competing carriers between New York and Chicago; four
competing carriers between Boston and New York; four competing carriers between Chicago and Detroit; and four competing carriers between Boston and Chicago.

-----~--m

6.

FOREIGN FLAG COMPETITION.

Pan American makes much of the advantage supposedly possessed
by foreign flag carriers in the form of transit privileges across the
United States, subsidies from foreign governments, low wage levels,
and other matters. But a short answer lies in the fact that according
to Pan American's estimates (P A-110) 78% of all overseas traffic in
normal times is made up of Unlted States residents. Pan American
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obviously has a better chance than any foreign airline to haul a citizen
of the United States, and to this extent it has a competitive advantage
over any foreign flag carrier.
Moreover, Pan American is well ahead of its foreign flag competitors in equipment and experience.~ On this-point, the t~timony_ of~Mr.
Trippe before the Senate Subcommittee investigating Pan American's
proposal to establish an '' All American Flag Line'' is illustrative. Mr.
Trippe said (Tr. 2435):
.

"

'' During· the next few years, our foreign flag competiti~ will
not be as strong and effective as it will be after 1950. It wili1~ke
our foreign flag competitors longer than ourselves to get proper!~
organized in view of the fact that the war effort has crippled most ~
of the larger lines to a far greater degree than it has us here in the
United States... "
In any event, the advantages of foreign flag carriers in the form of
transcontinental transit privileges are more apparent than real. The
likelihood of any significant amount of around-the-world traffic originating in Europe is most remote. Furthermore, the only European
passengers who would fly without stop-overs across the United States
would be the occasional passenger bound to or from Hawaii. European
passengers to every part of Asia and Australasia will proceed east by
way of India because of the substantial mileage differentials, and Pan
American can provide a considerable amount of service over that route
just as effectively as the foreign flag carriers. The following mileages
over the routes of BOAC are illustrative:

Route
London-Tokyo
London-Shanghai
London-Hongkong
London-Singapore
London-Sydney

Via New York

Via Calcutta

Saving•s
Via Calcutta

16437
15343
14589
15518
13606

9231
8137
7383
7104
11062

7206
7206
7206
8414
2544

Certainly if the transcontinental transit privileges of any of the
foreign flag carriers are ever exercised to any substantial extent, it will
be on the basis of an extremely low schedule frequency. The likelihood
that the New York traveller would use this infrequent service for a
trip to Australia, rather than the service of American, TWA or United
connecting with Pan American, is most remote. Not only will United,
TWA and American themselves be vigorously attempting to sell such
a passenger, but Pan American also, in its own New York office, will
be doing the same.
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A similar situation will prevail, of course, with respect to the San
Franci~co passenger for Europe. To suggest that the foreign flag carrier will have a competitive advantage over Pan American for such
traffic is far-fetched indeed.
Moreover, such limited transit privileges as have been granted to
foreign flag carriers by this Government are simply the price paid in
order to secure for our own carriers similar or even more extensive
rights abroad. Among our own carriers none profits more from· the paynient of this price than does Pan American itseif. The grant of these
limited transit rights is not an incident of our Government's action in
declining to give Pan American a foreign monopoly. It is simply a
result of our Government's need to acquire rights for the United States
flag abroad, in which Pan A111,erican has incalculably the greatest stake.
C. PAN AMERICAN IS NOT SUFFERING FROM SIGNIFICANT OPERATING
DIFFICULTIES.

Pan American's evidence with respect to operational economies
(PA-221) proves no more than that it will achieve economies in an indefinite amount through an increase in the volume of its business.
When it comes to anything more tangible, Captain Gray's testimony
and the exhibits on which it was based (P A-221; P A-432) will not
stand up.
Those exhibits are based upon a highly theoretical operation with
78 Boeings and 20 Rainbows, although Pan American has only 20 Boeings and 6 Rainbows on order (Tr. 536-537). Though Captain Gray
apparently thinks that some of Pan American's foreign routes are too
thin to support Boeing or Rainbow operations (Tr. 5459), no schedule
pattern and no traffic estimates are given. Finally, the claimed savings are given in absolute dollar amounts instead of in ton miles or
some similar index so that it is difficult 35 if not impossible to compare
the :figures given ·with industry experience or anything else.
Mr. Damon testified that the savings should have been calculated on a
ton-mile basis and that it was impossible from the figures given by Pan American
to show them on such a basis ( Tr. 3817). On rebuttal Captain Gray testified
that the estimated savings "can be related to ton-miles by just a little simple
arithmetic'' (Tr. 5462). P A-221 of course gives the number of aircraft and their
average utilization (p. 3). On cross-examination, Captain Gray supplied blockto-block speeds (Tr. 3143); arid PA-300 contains the "available cabin lo-ads"
for both airplanes. If these are all the figt1res Captain Gray considered, then
of course it would be possible to show the estimated savings on the basis of
available ton-miles. But Captain Gray also indicated that the capacity of the
Boeing varies according to the length of the flight (Tr. 2166-2167); if this be
35
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Pan American's claimed savings fall into three categories:

First

Savings which Pan American probably never can achieve
even with domestic routes.

Second Savings which Pan American can achieve on its routes as
presently constituted.
Third

Savings which are an incident to an increase in size or in
volume of traffic and which Pan American will in any
event achieve to some extent as the volume of its international traffic increases.

As will be seen from the discussion below, these categories are not
mutually exclusive.
1.

SAVINGS WHICH PAN AMERICAN CAN NO'.r ACCOMPLISH EVEN WITH
DOMESTIC ROUTES.

a. Direct Maintenance.
Pan American's first item of claimed savings is $403,000 in the
category of direct maintenance. These savings are attributed solely to
what Pan American thinks will be its increased ability to piece out
maintenance periods through the use of a variety of short domestic
routes (PA-221, pp. 4-5). Although Pan American thinks it will be
able to achieve other savings in direct maintenance it puts no dollar
value upon them. 36
true, it is impossible to calculate even available ton-miles without knowledge of
the average length of flight in the proposed .Atlantic and Pacific operations.
Moreover, the record does not indicate the seating arrangement of either airplane in foreign operations, nor, if it be assumed they are the same as in domestic
operations, the number of sleeper planes involved. In any event available tonmiles is not the best index of cost. Revenue ton-miles of traffic or even passenger
miles would be better.
Captain Gray's testimony amounts, nevertheless, to an invitation to do some
"simple arithmetic", and at pages 39-40 below, the invitation is accepted.
36 Those savings consist of economies attributable to: (1) an increased ability to separate maintenance functions from overhaul; and (2) specialization of
personnel and equipment and a more even flow of work through overhaul shops.
· As Mr. Damon explained in great detail (Tr. 3813-3822) Pan .American can
now separate maintenance and overhaul functions; and the size of Pan .American's proposed operation will not be great enough to allow it to achieve substantial savings through specialization or an equal work fl.ow.

"
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Pan American has failed to prove that domestic routes would help
it to piece out maintenance and inspection periods. As a matter of fact,
the evidence is aU the other way. Both American and United have
short domestic routes of the sort Pan American would like to use for
piecing. But American loses 25.4% of its maintenance man-hours on
its DC-4's; and United loses 40% on DC-4's and 12% on its DC-3's (Tr.
3824; 5148-5149). The comparable figure used by Pan American in
P A-221 is 7.8%. Hence it is quite possible that domestic routes would
hurt and not help Pan American. The 7.8% might well be boosted to
United's 40% or American's 25.4%.
Approaching the problem from the point of view of the inspection
periods themselves rather than the man hours involved, the result is
the same. The following table compares the average portions of the
CAA maintenance periods lost by American, Eastern and Pan American, and indicates that, according to PA-221 at least, Pan American is
better off at present and without domestic routes than either of the
other two (Tr. 3823-3824; 4060; 4403) :
Hours Lost
Pan
American Airlines
Eastern American
Inspection
L-49
DC-4
DC-3
DC-4
Period
3-4
13
8
35 hours
17
22
29
24
41
115-150 hours
44
41
59
36
230-270 hours
Captain Gray testified on rebuttal that the figures given in P A-221
are not comparable to those given by American, Eastern and United
because they are purely theoretical and do not take into account any
difficulties in piecing other than route structure. This is plainly an
afterthought, for Captain Gray testified on his first appearance that
the figure 7.8 % for man hours lost was "certainly a figure
which could be improved upon,'' and one which could be cut
down substantially with domestic routes (Tr. 2241). In any
event, when actual figures are given it is no answer to say that they are
not comparable to theoretical figures. Pan American could have made
an actual study of its maintenance as did American, United and Eastern. It made no such study; in fact it refused to make one for the Latin
American Division when requested (Tr. 2238-2239).

b. Indirect Maintenance.
The second item of asserted savings is "Indirect Maintenance$647,500" (PA-221, pp. 5-6). This figure is arrived at by a most com-
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plicated series of calculations, but the base figure in those calculations
is 1.22%, the ratio of indirect maintenance to direct labor charges on
the Atlantic Division during l.945 (PA-221, pp. 5-6). But 1945 was a
war year on the North Atlantic, and the expense of operations then conducted can not properly be used as an index of future expense. Captain
Gray in effect so admits. He testified that the ratio of indirect maintenance to direct labor expense on the Latin American Division has
fallen sharply since 1945 (Tr. 3142-3143), and there is no reason to suppose that the same thing bas not or will not happen on the Atlantic
Division. So it is plain that the figure 122% is too high and that Pan
American can not possibly achieve the savings in indirect maintenance
which were calculated by using it as the base figure (Tr. 3829).
2.

SAVINGS WHIC.H CAN BE .A.CHIEVJ!JD Wl'l'HOUT DOMESTIC ROUTES.

a.. Indirect Maintenance

G//id

Central Stores.

I

I'

I

Even assuming 122% to be a proper base figure, such savings in
indirect maintenance as Pan American might achieve with domestic
routes it could just as readily achieve without them. The same thing
may be said for the third item of savings listed in P A-221, '' Central
Stores-Reduction in Inventory Depreciation, $699,000.''
The savings in question are attributable only to the centralization
of overhaul at one main base. No savings are included which are
attributable to routine maintenance, for maintenance of that character
as well as the spare parts inventories necessary to perform it will in
any event be scattered along Pan American's routes much as at present (Tr. 2199, 3830, 5465). So the question is whether Pan American
will be able tq overhaul all its Boeings and Rainbows at one base without domestic routes.
All Boeing and Rainbow overhaul could now be performed at one
main base because the principal divisions of Pan American's system
are connected and will remain so without domestic routes. The Latin
American Division is joined to the Atlantic by the San Juan cut-off.
The Pacific Division is also joined to the Atlantic by the round-theworld route awarded in the Pacific Case. Only the Alaskan Division
remains isolated.
With its divisions so connected and with a main base at New York,
all Atlantic and Latin American Division overhaul would be done there
as a matter of course. All Pacific overhaul might also be done there
by routing about two planes a week west from San Francisco or Los
Angeles to New York. Alaskan Division overhaul could also be done at
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New York but at the cost of perhaps 85 ferry hours a year (Tr. 38123816).
Pan American asserts that it would be impractical, primarily from
a traffic standpoint, 37 to route Boeings and Rainbows west from San
Francisco to New York (Tr. 5456 et seq.). It suggests that aircraft the
size of the Boeing could not profitably be employed west of Manila, and
it intimates that it plans to operate with smaller planes over some of
the route segments passing through Asia. But if PA-221 is read with
PA-207 and with the testimony of Mr. Ferguson (Tr. 2398) it appears
that there will be sufficient traffic.
According to Mr. Ferguson, PA-221 assumes that in 1949 United
States flag carriers will operate 5.438 billion passenger miles between
th~ United States, its territories and other countries (Tr. 2398). And
P A-207 shows the distribution of that traffic between various countries,
although it indicates a total traffic level of only 2.9 billion passenger
miles (P A-207, p. 2). It follows, then, that the traffic which Pan American thinks it will carry between the United States and points west of
Manila can be calculated by increasing the figures shown on pages 12
and 13 of PA-207 (which show correct distribution) in the ratio of 2.9
to 5.4. From such a calculation, the following table emerges:
At page 3814 of the transcript, Mr. Damon quoted from Captain Gray's
testimony which was to the effect that there would be no operational objection to
routing aircraft west from San Francisco to New York. On rebuttal, Captain
Gray said Mr. Damon had unfairly lifted an isolated statement out of its context ( Tr. 5456) . It is true that just before the statement quoted by Mr. Damon
(Tr. 2282), Captain Gray indicated a variety of objections to round-the-world
flights. But then he indicated by that statement that those objections were not
of an operational character. Mr. Damon did not attribute to Captain Gray any
general agreement that round-the-wo-rld flights would solve Pan American's
overhaul problems.
38 As has been pointed out, supra, p. 2, this figure assumes a domestic
traffic level of 25 billion passenger miles a year ( Tr. 2398). American does not
accept that figure as valid for any purpose. But if the figure is too high, then
Pan American has allocated too many Boeings and Rainbows to the Pacific and
there! ore woiild h(Jjl)e fewer to fly back to New York.
37
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Weekly
Pa,s sengers Carried
by Pan American
to and from
the United States

Area

Round the World Cruise
Japan
China
French Indo China
Thailand
India
· British Malaya
Netherlands East Indies
Near East (Via the Atlantic)
Far East (Via the Atlantic)

44
166
17'9

1

7

15
45
60
91

41
8

This table indicates that except perhaps for the segment between India
and the Near East Pan American will have a sufficient volume of international passengers to or from the United States to operate two Boeings or Rainbows a week. Moreover the :figures do not include the
fifth freedom traffic which Pan American can carry between Europe
and all its cities in the Far East. Such traffic obviously will be concentrated on the weak segment from India to the Near East.
b. Intercha;nge.

I

11

~

11

,I

An interchange agreement with one of the transcontinental carriers would make it possible for Pan American to route all its airplanes
to a central overhaul base without the necessity of flying west from
San Francisco. As has already been pointed out (page/'f,i-Vabove),
this is perfectly practicable, and the Board could order such through
plane service.
c. Training.
Pan American asserts that it can save $300,000 in costs of a developmental nature by establishing a single maintenance-training center
at its proposed central base. There is, however, no necessary connection between a central training base and domestic routes. American
operates an off-line training base at Ardmore, Oklahoma, and there is
nothing whatever to prevent Pan American from setting· up a similar
one (Tr. 3832). At such an off-line base it is possible to concentrate
exclusively on training and keep the trainees away from the day-to-day
difficulties which continually interrupt training whenever it 1s conducted in close conjunction with actual operations (Tr. 3832).
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' 3.

I

SAVINGS A'l'TRIBUTABLE TO AN INCREASE IN SIZE OR IN VOLUME OF TRAFFIC.

The remaining items of savings claimed by Pan American consist
of: (a) reduced airport costs (PA-221, pp. 7-8); and (b) reduced administrative expense (PA-221, pp. 8-9). The dollar amounts given for
these savings are pure judgment figures. No detailed statistics are
provided in support of them (Tr. 3831).
Pan American attributes these savings to an increase in the volume
of its business and to an increase in the size of its organization which
will enable it to eliminate certain duplicating staffs and functions.
And of course domestic routes •wou,ld increase the size and the volume
of business done by Pan American. Moreover, it is often true that in- _
creases in volume lead to economies in airport and administrative expenses . (Tr. 3831). It is equally true that the consolidation of two operating units such as the Pacific and Atlantic Divisions often leads to
the elimination of duplicating functions and so to economies. But it is
possible for an airline or anything else to become top heavy. It is
also possible that a ·v articiilar consolidation will lead to over-centralization, bureaucracy and complication rather than the simplification Pan
American contemplates. The point is that without details the advantages of Pan American's scheme can not be determined (Tr. 3831).
If in fact Pan American now suffers from high airport and administrative costs, that situation will tend to correct itself as the volume
of Pan American's international traffic increases. Indeed, if Pan American operates the fleet of aircraft shown in P A-221 without domestic
routes, it will be able to achieve a level of costs per ton mile in most if
not all of the categories shown in P A-221 which are substantially below
anything achieved by American. This proposition is demonstrated by
the following table which compares American's recent ton-mile costs
with the costs of the Pacific and Atlantic Divisions if operated without
domestic routes and with the very substantial fleets assumed in P A-221:

_I

40,·

1.

2.
3.

4.

ii
/1

5.

6.

Item
Direct Maintenance
Indirect Maintenance
Central Stores-Reduction in Inventory
Depreciation
Airports
a. Salary & sundries
b. Ground equipment
depreciation
a. OperationsAdministrative
b. MeteorologyAdministrative
Divisional-General
Administration

--a9

PAA 39
Total Cost
$7,901,960
$4,459,850

PAA 40
America,n
Per ton-mi'le
1946
2.00¢
4.7¢
1.13¢
4.2¢

$2,150,760

.54¢

N.A. 41

$1,787,272

.45¢

N.A.

$144,427

.04¢

.60¢

$1,137,060

.29¢

1.07¢

$254,650

.06¢

N.A .

$2,307,970

.58¢

3.9¢

p A-221; 'rr. 2228-2229.

See footnote 36 ab.ove. The costs per ton-mile are computed on the basis
of 395,173,937 revenue ton-miles a year, a figure reached on the following assumptions:
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1. 35 Boeings and 6 Rainbows in the Pacific and Atlantic Divisions (PA- .
221, p. 3).
2. 6 Boeings and 1 Rainbow in the Latin American Division (PA-221, p. 3).
These aircraft presumably operate the New York-San Juan-Buenos Aires
schedules and for purposes of P A-221 are a part of the Atlantic Division
(Tr. 2179-2180).
3. Aircraft utilization of 12 hours per day (P A-221, p. 3).
4. Available cabin tons: for the Boeing 12, and for .the Rainbow 5.9 (PA300, p. 1).
5. Block-to-block speeds: Bo€ing, 280 on the Atlantic and Pacific and 277
on the Latin American Division; Rainbow, 318 on the Atlantic and Pacific and 266 on the Latin American (Tr. 3143);
I

I1
I

6. Weight load factor-60%.
41 In respect of the items marked "N. A." or not available, American's figures are not kept on a basis which would make them comparable to those of Pan
American.
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Obviously, if Pan American can do so well without domestic routes and
solely through the increased volume of its international business, it
does not, to use Mr. Leslie's phrase (Tr. 495), need domestic routes
'' to give it added strength.''
D. PAN AMERICAN IS NOT SUFFERING FROM DIFFICULTIES INHERENT IN
FOREIGN OPERATIONS.

Only cursory treatment need be given Pan American's claim to
special consideration because of the alleged difficulties of doing business abroad. Pan American simply has not sustained the burden of
proving such difficulties if in fact they could be at all material to the
issues of this case.
Although Mr. Coffman speaks of revolutions and confiscation of
property (PA-426, pp. 14-15; Tr. 1971), the principal difficulty alleged
to face Pan American arises out of the instability of foreign exchange
(Tr. 1970; PA-426, p. 22). But Pan American actually made a profit
on foreign exchange from 1938 to 1945 (TWA-20 R; Tr. 1961). And
one of the principal purposes of the International Monetary Fund is to
iron out exchange difficulties and promote stability (Tr. 1970).
Pan American gives as examples of businesses suffering from exchange fluctuations the American & Foreign Power Company and the
Internation_al Telephone & Telegraph Company. Both these companies
have a considerable quantity of fixed assets invested abroad and hence
are qui'te vulnerable to the ups and downs of foreign economies. Pan
American, on the other hand, has a relatively small amount of fixed
assets overseas and so, instead of fearing a shrinkage of local values
in terms of dollars, it often would welcome it. It is well known that
depressed foreign currencies are a most potent stimulant of foreign
travel by United States residents or anyone else holding dollars, and
the Latin American Division has consistently shown a profit although
it covers an area where currencies have been depressed in terms of
dollars (Tr. 1971).
E. PAN AMERICAN DOES NOT HAVE PECULIAR REQUIREMENTS FOR FINANCIAL
STRENGTH.

Even briefer treatment will suffice for Pan American's arguments
from its past earnings and dividends record and the prices of its securities on the stock market (P A-426, pp. 19-21).
Pan American could not and does not contend that it is in :financial
difficulties. Its earnings record for the first ten months of 1946 ( the
latest period for which statistics are available) compares with that of
the largest domestic carriers as follows:
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Net Profit
Pan American Airways, Inc. 42
American
Eastern
TWA
United

Net 0P'erating Pro fit

$6,959,201
415,952
3,921,816
4,864,305 (loss)
3,101,225

$12,543,417
1,286,924
6,790,416
7,249,437 (loss)
3,300,830

A principal difficulty with Mr. Coffman's testimony and with
PA-426 is that they look only to the period ending December 31, 1945.
Mr. Coffman professed almost entire ignorance of what happened after
that date (Tr. 1969). As indicated by the above table, Pan American
certainly held its own with the four major domestic airlines during
1946.
But the main difficulty with all of Mr. Coffman's testimony and
exhibits is their complete irrelevance to any issue in this case. To
repeat, the Board has not the authority to equalize the size or economic
strength of all air carriers. Su,pra, pp. 23-24. Mr. Coffman did not pretend that Pan American was in an unsound financial position. At the
very most he showed a slight zag in the market price of Pan American
stock coming at about the time of the North .Atlantic Route Case, and
that of course has no significance whatever.
Pan American's arguments, drawn from Mr. Coffman's testimony,
have already been answered by the Board in Chicago,& Southern .Airlines, Mail Ra.tes, 1943, 4 CAB 41'9, 421 (19·43), when it said:
'' This position of the respondent amounts to a contention that the
Board should undertake to see that all carriers achieve a state of
complete equality of financial position. Even if it were within the
realm of practical accomplishment, the Board does not consider
that any such duty was imposed upon it by the Civil Aeronautics
Act, and finds no authorization therein to undertake any such program."

IV.
PAN AMERICAN 's PROPOSAL MEANS DISASTROUS DISSIPATION OF TRAFFIC AND
THE UNBALANCING OF THE AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.

Were its proposal granted, Pan American would reach at one stride
a place of domination in the whole of the domestic and the international air transport industry.
Pan American is already the largest United States air carrier in
terms of invested capital (PA-208, p. 5), net working capital (PA-208,
p. 6) and route miles (see chart facing this page).
As shown on Pan American's form 2380. The rate at which ·P an American accrues mail pay does not appear from that form.
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A. THE DIVERSIONARY CONSEQUENCES OF PAN AMERICAN'S PROPOSED
OPERATION WOULD BE DISASTROUS.

1.

DIVERSION IN TERMS OF CURREN'l' 'l'RAFFIC LEVELS.

Pan Arneric.an argues that at the hypothetical traffic levels of some
future year-apparently 1949 or 1950-the carriers concerned could
operate at a profit even in competition with Pan American. As we
have seen, however, it has carefully refrained from proof that its
hypotheses , are probable in any respect. But before examining Pan
American's hypotheses, we must look at the more sober facts of the
present. The Board has insisted that past and present traffic levels
must be used at least as a point of departure for estimates of the probable consequences of operations over a proposed route. Colonial
Airlines, Atlantic Seaboard Operation, 4 CAB 633,
635 (1944).
I
Each intervenor introduced evidence of diversion based on recent
traffic levels. That evidence is not completely uniform because different periods of times and slightly different methods were employed in
computing the diversion. If, however, the various estimates are
projected to an annual basis and certain other assumptions 43 are made
to secure uniformity, the following table emerges :
43 Braniff, Eastern, Northwest and PCA gave revenues subjected to· diversion and made no attempt to estimate how much of those revenues would actually
be diverted. Except for Braniff, the figures given in the table were computed
from the exhibits on the theory that where Pan American would be the second
carrier it would divert 50%, where the third carrier 33½ %, etc. This is the
method used in A-10. The fig·ures given by Braniff (B-10) do not lend themselves to this procedure and accordingly traffic data from the Board's September
1946 survey was employed.
TWA used 1945 figures. All the other figures were 1946 figures. Had
TWA used 1946 figures the indicated diversion would be very much larger.

JI
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Carrier
American
Braniff
C&S
Delta
Eastern
National
Northwest
PCA
TWA
United
Western

,J

Total44

Exhibit
A-10
B-10
C&S-9
D-7
EAL-21, 22, 23
NAL-1, 17
Tr. 3465, et seq.
PCA-1, p. 24
TWA-18
U-46
W-19

Minimum A nn;ual
Diversion of
Passenger Revenrue
$6,151,350
195,998
853,686
753,232
5,354,254
2,027,056
1,256,580
1,048,512
2,561,972
7,456,292
2,789,424
$30,448,356

Obviously these :figures are open to attack as to their details. Their
general validity, however, cannot be qu_e stioned. They show that even
at the traffic levels of the immediate past the other airlines would have
lost to Pan American roughly $30,000,000 in gross revenues. The disastrous consequences of any such diversion during the past year are
all too obvious.
Nor is it any answer at all for Pan Americ.an simply to rely, in
rebuttal to these :figures, upon probable increases in general traffic
levels during the next few years. Pan American suggests such an
answer in P A-4,! 9. There it makes use of the 19.8 billion passenger
mile estimate for 1950 indicated in the projection made by the Port of
New York Authority. And it says that, if traffic is at that level in 1950,
then American will operate at a large profit simply because it will have
far greater gross revenues than it had in 1946 even though it must split
the traffic with Pan American.
But revenues must be related to expenses, and if American's revenues increase, so will its expenses. Pan American concedes (PA-449),
that its operations in 1950 will cost American at least $15,500,000 in
gross revenues. Unless American achieves some miraculous savings,
such a loss in gross revenue mig·ht very well be disastrous. Certainly
the loss of the mere $6,000,000 of gross revenues shown in A-10 would
have been disastrous to American had it actually occurred in 1946.
The total does not reflect diversion from Northeast which, on the basis
of the Board's September 1946 survey, would amount to $527,861.
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2.

DIVERSION IN TERMS OF FUTURE TRAFFIC LEVELS.

Pan American's position is not improved by its attempts to substitute speculation about the future for the facts of the present. Even
on the basis of assumptions as to the future which are unduly favorable
to Pan American, it appears from A-14 that the granting of Pan
American's application would mean a loss to American's common
stockholders of more than $9,000,000 in 1949.
The data in A-14 contemplate the operation of Rainbows. The
contract for the Rainbows bas now been cancelled. Nevertheless, as
Mr. Damon testified, American's equipment program was not closed
even before the cancellation of the Rainbow contract (Tr. 3776-3777).
A-14 therefore does reflect a seat-mile capacity which American can
readily render in 1949 with aircraft, other than Rainbows, which it may
acquire in the future. It illustrates the tremendous carrying capacity
which American-as well as the other carriers-can and will be
equipped to provide.
A-14 is no more hypothetical than Pan American's own evidence
of what it proposes. Pan American has only 20 Boeings and 6 Rainbows on order (Tr. 536-537), althoug·h its proposed schedule pattern is
based on the operation of 37 Boeings and 13 Rainbows (P A-300).

a. The 1949 Traffic Level.
The basic assumption of A-14 is that there will be a domestic traffic
level of 17.2 billion passenger miles in 1949. That is the Port of New
York Authority's projection. As explained by Mr. Damon, this projection is most optimistic. It is based primarily on a continuation of wartime trends and does not reflect recent events bearing on the growth
of traffic (Tr. 3676). The danger of an approach based on such a
projection is that it does not take adequate account of the artificial
stimuli for travel which unquestionably were present during the war
and the immediate postwar period. If any level approximating that
projected by the Authority is to be reached, the airlines will have accomplished an enormous undertaking in terms of making up for the
loss of war-induced traffic, solving countless problems such as those
involved in all-weather operations, reducing fares markedly, reducing
costs, vastly improving passenger handling techniques, solving the perplexing problems of airways traffic control, overcoming the difficulties
arising from the location of airports, and so on (Tr. 3626 et seq.).
In making use of the figure 17.2 billion passenger miles, American
of course is not estimating that there will be any such traffic level in
1949. That :figure represents no more than a hope (Tr. 3629). But if
the figure is not attained, the consequences of Pan American's operations will be even more disastrous.
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b. Competition in 1949.
I

The next assumptions of A-14 are that Pan American will operate
3.5 billion seat miles in 1949 and will secure 2.5 billion passenger miles
from an industry total of 17.2 billion. This is its plan as set out in its
schedule pattern and its traffic estimates (P A-7; P A-109; A-16).
A-14 also assumes that American will fly 5.6 billion seat miles in
1949 and will maintain roughly its present position among· the domestic
air carriers. It follows mathematically that if Pan American is successful in securing 2.5 billion passenger miles from a domestic total
of 17.2 billion, American would be operating at a 59% passenger load
fac.tor and ,vould lose $9,000,000.
Pan American's main attack on this conclusion is to be found in
P A-447. There it asserts that, if in fact the industry operates only
17.2 billion passenger miles in 1949, neither American nor Pan American would be so foolhardy as to operate its fleet at capacity. American, it says, will operate only 5 billion seat miles instead of 5.6 billion,
and Pan American in turn will operate only enough to secure 1.7 billion
passenger miles ( instead of 2.5 billion) at a profitable load fac.tor.
Pan American's promise to hold back its fleet so that American
can obtain a profitable load factor is most ingenuous. The facts of
competition are otherwise. Carriers cannot acquire fleets of aircraft
and then increase or reduce them in accordance with the fluctuations
of the traffic from month to month after the fashion of stocks of chewing gum purchased for passengers' use.
Nor is it sensible to suppose that American would courteously
refrain from full operation of its fleet simply to make it possible for
Pan American to operate from coast-to-coast at a profitable load factor.
Americ.an could not afford to let Pan American become the principal
transcontinental carrier, and whatever the industry traffic level, and
with or without the competition of Pan American, it will make a maximum effort to secure a large part of that long-haul traffic (Tr. 3635

et seq.).
A-14 assumes that Pan American and not American will be successful in the competitive struggle which would follow the approval of
Pan American's application. But if Pan Americ~n makes less than a
maximum effort in that struggle, as PA-447 suggests, Pan American
may be the loser and may sacrifice millions. Whatever the outcome
of the struggle, the effect on the air transportation industry can not
be happy.
Finally if it is suggested that the capacity of the c.arriers concerned will not be increased as contemplated by A-14 and by Pan American's equipment program in the event the long range growth in traffic

...
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appears .to be less than Pan American has been counting on, then it
follows that Pan American's whole case falls apart. For that suggestion would leave us with no guide in this record exc.ept the facts of. the
present, which very plainly show that Pan American's proposed operation cannot be justified. (S'upra, pp. 43-44).

c. 1950 Traffic Levels.
Pan American also seizes upon the Port of New York Authority's
projection for 1950, when the graph reaches 19.8 billion passenger
miles, and says that American need not worry about a $9,000,000 loss
in 1949 because everything will be all right in 1950 (PA-447, "Proposition No. 3").
This is naive. Neither Pan American nor any other carrier, at a
time of expanding traffic. such as Pan American is assuming, is going
to reach a particular level of operation in one year and then thoughtfully hold itself at a standstill so that its competitors can catch up in
following years (Tr. 3'624-3625). Obviously it would continue to expand.
In any event the issue is not so clear cut as Pan American suggests.
Suppose that in 1949 Pan American operated in acc.ordance with its
proposed schedule pattern but secured only 1.71 billion passenger miles.
It would then be operating at about a 48% load factor (.A-16, p. 1), and
might lose as much as $16,000,000. 45 American would lose substantially (Tr. 3624), and needless to say other carriers would likewise
suffer severely. With everybody losing money, it would become impossible to reduce fares and to take the many other steps which unques. tionably would be necessary to drive the traffic. level upward to close
to 20 billion passenger miles in 1950. Pan American's whole argument
assumes that there will be an automatic and inevitable increase in
traffic from one year to the next, and that if the airlines lose money
they need only wait until traffic has generated itself to profitable levels.
This is a comforting thought, but it is a 'new view of the dynamics of
air transportation which it would be fatal to accept. The Board did
not accept that view when it said, in the Latin Americwn Case, 6 CAB
857, 904 (1946):
"Its maximum development cannot be automatically achieved
by merely providing air transport schedules and waiting passively
for patrons of the service".
Applying the assumptions of A-14 to the revenues and expenses shown
in, PA-301.
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d. Indirect Expenses.
Throughout PA.-447 there is the assertion that A.-14 erroneously
treats indirect expenses.
In A.-14, expenses are divided into two broad classes, traffic handling expenses and other indirect expenses (A.-14, p. 5). It is assumed
that traffic handling expenses vary in ac.cordance with the volume of
traffic handled but that other indirect expenses do not. The result is
to show the same figure for '' other indirect expenses'' in both the
column headed "with PA.A" and the column headed "without PA.A"
(A.-14, p. 3).
Pan American says that certain of the "other" indirect expenses
vary with the revenue iton-miles operated; and that, accordingly, those
expenses are overstated in the column headed "with PA.A" (P A.-447,
p. 4). Mr. Ferguson was exceedingly vague in explaining just which
of those costs he thought were variable, and why (Tr. 5541-5542).
About the only item which he identified with any particularity is '' assistant foremen" in maintenance shops (Tr. 5542).
In any event, Pan American mistakes the purpose of the expense
figures shown in A.-14. The figures are balancing figures and were
never calculated in detailed fashion by account. They represent a
goal, not an estimate (Tr. 4053). They show the level of indirect cost
which American must attain in order to achieve the profit ( or loss)
shown in A.-14. The goal is 20¢ per ton-mile, a figure substantially
below anything ever achieved by American or the industry. As Pan
American points out, American's indirect expenses were as low as 23.9
cents per revenue ton-mile in September of 19'46, but in October and
November the trend reversed itself to 24.6 cents and 26.0 cents respec-
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Pan American's theories of indirect expense are reflected _in all
three of the "propositions" set forth in P A-447. They are fundamental, however, only to the column headed "without PA.A" under
"Proposition No. 2".

e. The Trarnscontinentals.
A.-14 is unduly favorable to Pan American because it assumes that
Pan American would divert traffic from all carriers in proportion to
the participation of each in the postwar traffic. Actually, however,
American would feel the diversion from Pan American's service much
more than proportionately since Pan American proposes to compete
with it between points which produce more than 40% of its revenues
(A.-5). Some carriers-Continental and Mid-Continent for examplewill not be in direct competition with Pan American at all.
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The load factors of the three transcontinental carriers would be
reduced to about 40% if Pan American were to operate the proposed
schedule pattern in 1949 (A-17; Tr. 3636 et seq.). The result of course
would be that American might lose much more than $9,000,000 in 1949.
3.

PAN AMERICAN ' S APPROACH 'l.'O 'l 'HE PROBLEM OF DIVERSION.

At no point in its case has Pan American directed its proof toward
the traffic, or the diversion of traffic, on particular routes. This is in
line with the rest of its case. At no point has Pan American seriously
undertaken to show that a particular route is needed or to appraise
the consequences of granting a particula,r route. Rather it adopts the
broad approach that Pan American ought to have "these routes" and
suggests assessment of the consequences in terms of Pan American's
general share of all the traffic-as though Pan American were one carrier and all the other lines constituted a single competing carrier.
On the issue of diversion, Pan American's case revolves entirely
around the proposition that, whatever the traffic might be generally
and regardless of any particular situation between particular points,
it will get a total of about 8% of the entire domestic traffic (P A-405).
Pan American's chief traffic witness, Mr. Rheinstrom, testified that
this 8% figure was to? low and that it should be increased by 25 or
50% so that Pan American's share of the total would be 10 or 12 %
(Tr. 1167). Then, without any effort to show what will actually happen
to other carriers in terms of their expenses and revenues, Pan American proceeds to reason that, whatever the general traffic level may turn
out to be, 10 or 12% diverted to Pan American will hot hurt anyone
since, it suggests, there is bound to be a great deal of traffic in the
future. Of course this speculation about the future and the effort to
ignore the facts of the present is essential from Pan American's point
of view because it is perfectly clear-and Pan American has not even
attempted to suggest proof to the contrary-that on the basis of the
existing situation in terms of revenues, expenses and available service,
there could not be the slightest excuse for granting Pan American's
application.
B. THE PROPOSED PAN AMERICAN OPERATION WOULD SERIOUSLY UNBALANCE
THE AIR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.

Quite apart from the diversionary consequences of Ean American's propos,al, the type of operation contemplated would introduce
an unsound and dangerous factor into our air transport system.
As has been demonstrated (supra, pp. 12-13), Pan American's proposal is not logically related to its international operation. As shown
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in A-16, the Pan American service pattern~which is certainly a logical
pattern for these routes-indicates that 53% of its total seat miles
would be operated between its west coast cities and the :first of the
eastern cities at which the particular flight stopped or from which it
took off. In other words more than one-half of the total service proposed by Pan American would consist of the non-stop portions of eastwest transcontinental flights.
Essentially what is proposed is that Pan American be given access
to the very richest cream of the domestic market, that which can be
served at least cost and from which the maximum of revenue can be
realized.
Pan American has sought to rebut the argument that it is seeking
only the cream of the domestic market by suggesting that means are
being devised to decrease the costs of ticketing and reservations for
sho rt-haul operations (Tr: 5550), and lessening the amount of passenger service on short-haul schedules (Tr. 5551-5552\ Here again Pan
American is dealing in hypotheses about the future. Obviously many
efforts are being.made to devise means for decreasing costs not only of
short-haul but also of long-haul operations. The extent to which these
efforts will succeed remains completely unknown. But, however successful they may be either in the long-haul or in the short-haul :field
or in both :fi.eldf;l, there can be no denying the fact that the long-haul
traffic will be less costly and easier to serve.
Nor does· it suffice in rebuttal to say that with aircraft such as the
CV-240 the short-haul business will become more profitable (Tr. 5551).
It may indeed be hoped that the CV-240 will be more profitable for
short-haul operations than the DC-3. But as appears from A-26 46 the
CV-240 will be most profitable at 600 miles where it achieves a direct
cost per seat mile of 1.30 cents (A-26). Yet the DC-6 operation at 2000
miles reaches a point of 1.18 cents (A~U). In any case the average
length of the flights even of American Airlines is only 236 miles-counting all flights of every nature-a range at which even the CV-240 costs
about 2.20 cents a seat mile (A-18; A-26). Pan American's average
flight, as proposed in its case, would be 918 miles, a distance over which
the DC-6 could operate at about 1.33 cents a seat mile (A-11). It is quite
certain that the average flight on Pan American's proposed domestic
operation would be incomparably greater than the average flight in
the domestic operations of any of the other carriers.
The caption of A-26, '' Estimated Direct Flight Expense, etc.,'' makes it
slightly confusing. Actually the ton-mile costs shown are direct flight costs,
whereas the seat-mile costs include the ticketing and reservation expenses shown
in A-11 (see footnote 2 to A-26).
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It may be most seriously questioned whether it is wise planning
to injec.t into our system a car,r ier having such pronoun<ied cost advantages. M~ny complications can arise. A single illustration is to
be found in the fact that the fares prevailing between the cities on
Pan American's proposed routes . could very nearly control the fare
structure of the entire domestic system because of its close-knit and
highly c.ompetitive nature. In this respect the situation differs sharply
from the international system. For example, Pan American could
have a fare between New York and Johannesburg, South Africa, which,
no matter how high or how low, would have virtually no effect upon
fares between other points. In varyingt degrees the same thing is true
with respect to most of the other international segments. But in the
domestic system a reduction in the fares between the terminal points
of the proposed east-west transcontinental routes <iould have a snowball effect causing a reduc.tion in more than 500 fares between various
points on American's system and obviously a very extensive effect
indeed on the fares of the other carriers (Tr. 3780).
As we have said, the matter of fares simply illustrates a more
general problem. There are other matters such as standards of passenger service, and types of equipment, which would have similarly
extensive competitive ramifications, and with respect to which, were Pan
American to enjoy a position so favored as the one it seeks through
these routes, it would be able to dominate the industry.
A different but equally serious consideration arising from the
nature of the routes sought would be the grave likelihood that most
uneconomic and wasteful competition would be created for the terminal to terminal traffic. With no obligation to serve intermediate
points, and with ability to concentrate exclusively upon this large interterminal service, Pan Ameri<ian could, and undoubtedly would, precipitate a type of inter-terminal competitive warfare compared to which
some of the uneconomic and wasteful aspects of the1 Chic.ago-New York
competition prior to the war would seem embryonic indeed (Tr. 36403643). Pan American naturally would serve these terminals as though
they were wholly divorced from the rest of the air transport system.
It would have no problem of effecting connections, of spreading schedules reasonably over the day, and otherwise of tying in with the rest
of the domestic system. Its operation would be c.ompletely independent.
This, indeed, is about what is contemplated in Mr. Rheinstrom's theories of resisting the temptation to serve intermediate stops.
Pan American's competitors then would undoubtedly conduct an
operation of the same nature and the long range effect would be both
wasteful and <iut-throat competition between the terminals and a subordination of the service provided to other cities.
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This unbalancing of the air transportation system would be fundamentally inc.onsistent with Section 2 of the Act which contemplates a
coherent and integrated nationwide operation.

v.
CARGO.

Pan American's testimony and exhibits deal primarily with passenger traffic, and the record contains no substantial evidence to show
a need for additional freight service over the proposed domestic routes.
The three best freight routes in the country are: ( 1) New York to
Los Angeles and San Francisco; (2) New York to Chicago; and (3)
Chic.ago to Los Angeles (Tr. 3648). If it be assumed that American's
competitors over those routes carried as much as American, and that
the total freight moving· over those routes were to increase twenty
times over what it was in August 1946, there still would be scarcely
enough freight to support a genuine freight service with all-cargo
planes (Tr. 3648). If one-third of all freight were carried in combination cargo and passenger planes, there' would, on the above assumptions, be only enough freight for each carrier to fill 1.5 daily all-cargo
DC-4's from New York to San Francisco and Los Angeles; 1.8 DC-4's
between New York and Chicago; and .4 of one DC-4 between Chicago
and Los Angeles (Tr. 3648).
It follows that the presently certificated carriers can provide adequate freight service, and that Pan American in no event should be
certificated for the transportation of freig'ht. To repeat, Pan Americ.an
has introduced no substantial evidence to show that it is entitled to
such certification.
CONCLUSION.
That Pan American has not previously chosen to enter the domestic field entitles it to no special consideration. It must prove that the
public convenience and necessity require the particular routes · it
proposes.

.
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Pan American has not proved its case. On the contrary, it has
demonstrated beyond any doubt that its proposal involves wasteful
duplication and a dislocation of the air transportation system. Its
proposal is therefore adverse to the public interest. Its application
should be denied.
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